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All 7s Starting P- 

PABLUMS ABLMPSU PABLUM, insipid writing or speech [n] 

PABULAR AABLPRU PABULUM, food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [adj] 

PABULUM ABLMPUU food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [n -S] 

PACHISI ACHIIPS board game of India [n -S]  

PACHUCO ACCHOPU flashy Mexican-American youth [n -S] 

PACIEST ACEIPST PACEY, keeping fast pace (rate of speed) [adj] / PACY [adj] 

PACIFIC ACCFIIP peaceful (undisturbed; calm) [adj] 

PACINGS ACGINPS PACING, speed at which event takes place [n] 

PACKAGE AACEGKP to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PACKERS ACEKPRS PACKER, one that packs (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [n] 

PACKETS ACEKPST PACKET, to make into small package [v] 

PACKING ACGIKNP material used to pack [n -S] / PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [v] 

PACKMAN AACKMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

PACKMEN ACEKMNP PACKMAN, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

PACKWAX AACKPWX paxwax (nuchal ligament of quadruped) [n -ES] 

PACTION ACINOPT pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

PACZKIS ACIKPSZ PACZKI, round doughnut with filling [n] 

PADAUKS AADKPSU PADAUK, tropical tree [n] 

PADDERS ADDEPRS PADDER, one that pads (to line or stuff with soft material) [n] 

PADDIES ADDEIPS PADDY, rice field [n] 

PADDING ADDGINP material with which to pad [n -S] / PAD, to line or stuff with soft material [v] 

PADDLED ADDDELP PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADDLER ADDELPR one that paddles (to propel with broad-bladed implement) [n -S] 

PADDLES ADDELPS PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADDOCK ACDDKOP to confine in enclosure for horses [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PADLOCK ACDKLOP to secure with type of lock [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PADNAGS AADGNPS PADNAG, horse that moves along at easy pace [n] 

PADOUKS ADKOPSU PADOUK, padauk (tropical tree) [n] 

PADRONA AADNOPR female boss or employer [n -S] 

PADRONE ADENOPR master or boss [n -S, -NI] 

PADRONI ADINOPR PADRONE, master or boss [n] 

PADSHAH AADHHPS padishah (sovereign) [n -S] 

PAELLAS AAELLPS PAELLA, saffron-flavored stew [n] 

PAEONIC ACEINOP PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

PAESANI AAEINPS PAESANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PAESANO AAENOPS fellow countryman [n -NI, -S] 

PAESANS AAENPSS PAESAN, paesano (fellow countryman) [n] 

PAGEANT AAEGNPT elaborate public spectacle [n -S] 

PAGEBOY ABEGOPY woman's hairstyle [n -S] 

PAGEFUL AEFGLPU as much as page can hold [n -S] 

PAGINAL AAGILNP pertaining to pages of book [adj] 

PAGINGS AGGINPS PAGING, transfer of computer pages [n] 

PAGODAS AADGOPS PAGODA, Far Eastern temple [n] 

PAGURID ADGIPRU pagurian (hermit crab) [n -S] 

PAHLAVI AAHILPV former coin of Iran [n -S] 

PAIKING AGIIKNP PAIK, to beat or strike [v] 
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PAILFUL AFILLPU as much as pail can hold [n -S, -LSFUL] 

PAINFUL AFILNPU causing pain [adj -LLER. -LLEST] 

PAINING AGIINNP PAIN, to cause pain (suffering or distress) [v] 

PAINTED ADEINPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

PAINTER AEINPRT one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n -S] 

PAIRING AGIINPR matching of two opponents in tournament [n -S] / PAIR, to arrange in sets of two [v] 

PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S] 

PAISANO AAINOPS fellow countryman [n -S] 

PAISANS AAINPSS PAISAN, paisano (fellow countryman) [n] 

PAISLEY AEILPSY patterned wool fabric [n -S] 

PAJAMAS AAAJMPS PAJAMA, garment for sleeping or lounging [n] 

PAKEHAS AAEHKPS PAKEHA, person who is not of Maori descent [n] 

PAKORAS AAKOPRS PAKORA, small spicy cake of fried batter with vegetables or meat [n] 

PALABRA AAABLPR word [n -S] 

PALACED AACDELP PALACE, royal residence [adj] 

PALACES AACELPS PALACE, royal residence [n] 

PALADIN AADILNP knightly champion [n -S] 

PALAPAS AAALPPS PALAPA, open-sided dwelling with roof of palm leaves [n] 

PALATAL AAALLPT bone of palate [n -S] 

PALATES AAELPST PALATE, roof of mouth [n] 

PALAVER AAELPRV to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PALAZZI AAILPZZ PALAZZO, impressive building [n] 

PALAZZO AALOPZZ impressive building [n -ZZI] 

PALEATE AAEELPT covered with scales [adj] 

PALETOT AELOPTT loose overcoat [n -S] 

PALETTE AEELPTT board on which artist mixes colors [n -S] 

PALFREY AEFLPRY riding horse [n -S] 

PALIEST AEILPST PALY, somewhat pale [adj] 

PALIKAR AAIKLPR Greek soldier [n -S] 

PALINGS AGILNPS PALING, picket fence [n] 

PALLETS AELLPST PALLET, to place on platforms for storage or moving [v] 

PALLIAL AAILLLP pertaining to part of brain [adj] 

PALLIER AEILLPR PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALLING AGILLNP PAL, to associate as friends [v] / PALL, to become insipid [v] 

PALLIUM AILLMPU cloak worn in ancient Rome [n -IA, -S] 

PALLORS ALLOPRS PALLOR, paleness (quality of being pale (lacking intensity of color)) [n] 

PALMARY AALMPRY worthy of praise [adj] 

PALMATE AAELMPT resembling open hand [adj] 

PALMERS AELMPRS PALMER, religious pilgrim [n] 

PALMFUL AFLLMPU as much as palm can hold [n -S] 

PALMIER AEILMPR PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] / pastry shaped like palm leaf [n -S] 

PALMING AGILMNP PALM, to touch with palm (inner surface) of hand [v] 

PALMIST AILMPST fortune-teller [n -S] 

PALMTOP ALMOPPT small computer that fits in palm of hand [n -S] 

PALMYRA AALMPRY tropical tree [n -S] 

PALOOKA AAKLOOP inferior boxer [n -S] 

PALPATE AAELPPT to examine by touch [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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PALPING AGILNPP PALP, to touch (to be in or come into contact with) [v] 

PALSHIP AHILPPS relation existing between close friends [n -S] 

PALSIED ADEILPS PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PALSIER AEILPRS PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PALSIES AEILPSS PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PALTERS AELPRST PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

PALUDAL AADLLPU pertaining to marsh (tract of low, wet land) [adj] 

PAMPEAN AAEMNPP native of pampas [n -S] 

PAMPERO AEMOPPR cold, dry wind [n -S] 

PAMPERS AEMPPRS PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

PANACEA AAACENP remedy for all diseases or ills [n -S] 

PANACHE AACEHNP ornamental tuft of feathers [n -S] 

PANADAS AAADNPS PANADA, thick sauce [n] 

PANAMAS AAAMNPS PANAMA, lightweight hat [n] 

PANCAKE AACEKNP to land airplane in certain manner [v -D, -KING, -S] 

PANCHAX AACHNPX tropical fish [n -ES] 

PANDANI AADINNP PANDANUS, tropical plant [n] 

PANDANS AADNNPS PANDAN, pandanus (tropical plant) [n] 

PANDECT ACDENPT complete body of laws [n -S] 

PANDERS ADENPRS PANDER, to provide gratification for others' desires [v] 

PANDIED ADDEINP PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

PANDIES ADEINPS PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

PANDITS ADINPST PANDIT, wise or learned man in India [n] 

PANDOOR ADNOOPR pandour (marauding soldier) [n -S] 

PANDORA AADNOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANDORE ADENOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANDOUR ADNOPRU marauding soldier [n -S] 

PANDURA AADNPRU bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANEERS AEENPRS PANEER, milk curd cheese [n] 

PANELED ADEELNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

PANFISH AFHINPS to fish for any small fish that can be fried whole [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PANFULS AFLNPSU PANFUL, as much as pan will hold [n] 

PANGENE AEEGNNP pangen (hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm) [n -S] 

PANGENS AEGNNPS PANGEN, hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm [n] 

PANGING AGGINNP PANG, to cause to have spasms of pain [v] 

PANGRAM AAGMNPR sentence that includes all letters of alphabet [n -S] 

PANICKY ACIKNPY tending to panic [adj KIER, -KIEST] 

PANICLE ACEILNP loosely branched flower cluster [n -S] 

PANICUM ACIMNPU grass [n -S] 

PANIERS AEINPRS PANIER, pannier (large basket) [n] 

PANINIS AIINNPS PANINO, sandwich made with small bread roll [n] 

PANLIKE AEIKLNP resembling pan (container used for cooking) [adj] 

PANNERS AENNPRS PANNER, one that pans (to criticize harshly) [n] 

PANNIER AEINNPR large basket [n -S] 

PANNING AGINNNP PAN, to criticize harshly [v] 

PANNIST AINNPST person who plays steel drum [n -S] 

PANOCHA AACHNOP coarse Mexican sugar [n -S] 
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PANOCHE ACEHNOP panocha (coarse Mexican sugar) [n -S] 

PANOPLY ALNOPPY suit of armor [n -LIES] 

PANPIPE AEINPPP musical instrument [n -S] 

PANSIES AEINPSS PANSY, flowering plant [n] 

PANTHER AEHNPRT leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [n -S] 

PANTIES AEINPST PANTIE, woman's or child's undergarment [n] / PANTY [n] 

PANTILE AEILNPT roofing tile [n -S] 

PANTING AGINNPT PANT, to breathe quickly and with difficulty [v] 

PANTOUM AMNOPTU verse form [n -S] 

PANZERS AENPRSZ PANZER, armored combat vehicle [n] 

PAPADAM AAADMPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPADOM AADMOPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPADUM AADMPPU thin, crisp bread of India [n -S] 

PAPAINS AAINPPS PAPAIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

PAPALLY AALLPPY PAPAL, pertaining to pope (head of Roman Catholic Church) [adv] 

PAPASAN AAANPPS bowllike chair [n -S]  

PAPAYAN AAANPPY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [adj] 

PAPAYAS AAAPPSY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [n] 

PAPERED ADEEPPR PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp) [v] 

PAPERER AEEPPRR one that papers (to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)) [n -S] 

PAPHIAN AAHINPP prostitute [n -S] 

PAPILLA AAILLPP nipple-like projection [n -E] 

PAPOOSE AEOOPPS Native American baby [n -S] 

PAPPIER AEIPPPR PAPPY, resembling pap (soft food for infants) [adj] 

PAPPIES AEIPPPS PAPPY, father [n] 

PAPPOSE AEOPPPS PAPPUS, tuft of bristles on achene of certain plants [adj] 

PAPPOUS AOPPPSU PAPPUS, tuft of bristles on achene of certain plants [adj] 

PAPRICA AACIPPR paprika (seasoning made from red peppers) [n -S] 

PAPRIKA AAIKPPR seasoning made from red peppers [n -S] 

PAPULAE AAELPPU PAPULA, papule (pimple (inflamed swelling of skin)) [n] 

PAPULAR AALPPRU PAPULE, pimple (inflamed swelling of skin) [adj] 

PAPULAS AALPPSU PAPULA, papule (pimple (inflamed swelling of skin)) [n] 

PAPULES AELPPSU PAPULE, pimple (inflamed swelling of skin) [n] 

PAPYRAL AALPPRY PAPYRUS, tall aquatic plant [adj] 

PAPYRUS APPRSUY tall aquatic plant [n -RI, -ES] 

PARABLE AABELPR simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n -S] 

PARADED AADDEPR PARADE, to march in public procession [v] 

PARADER AADEPRR one that parades (to march in public procession) [n -S] 

PARADES AADEPRS PARADE, to march in public procession [v] 

PARADOR AADOPRR inn in Spain [n -ES, -S] 

PARADOS AADOPRS protective embankment [n -ES] 

PARADOX AADOPRX statement seemingly contradictory or absurd yet perhaps true [n -ES] 

PARAGON AAGNOPR to compare with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARAMOS AAMOPRS PARAMO, plateau region of South America [n] 

PARANGS AAGNPRS PARANG, heavy knife [n] 

PARAPET AAEPPRT protective wall [n -S] 

PARAPHS AAHPPRS PARAPH, flourish at end of signature [n] 
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PARASOL AALOPRS small, light umbrella [n -S] 

PARATHA AAAHPRT piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n -S] 

PARBAKE AABEKPR to bake partially [v -D, -KING, -S] 

PARBOIL ABILOPR to cook partially by boiling for short time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARCELS ACELPRS PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PARCHED ACDEHPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARCHES ACEHPRS PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARDAHS AADHPRS PARDAH, purdah (curtain used in India to seclude women) [n] 

PARDINE ADEINPR pertaining to leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj] 

PARDNER ADENPRR chum; friend [n -S] 

PARDONS ADNOPRS PARDON, to release from liability for offense [v] 

PAREIRA AAEIPRR medicinal plant root [n -S] 

PARENTS AENPRST PARENT, to exercise functions of parent (father or mother) [v] 

PARERGA AAEGPRR PARERGON, composition derived from larger work [n] 

PARESES AEEPRSS PARESIS, partial loss of ability to move [n] 

PARESIS AEIPRSS partial loss of ability to move [n -SES] 

PARETIC ACEIPRT one affected with paresis [n -S] 

PARFAIT AAFIPRT frozen dessert [n -S] 

PARGETS AEGPRST PARGET, to cover with plaster [v] 

PARGING AGGINPR PARGE, to parget (to cover with plaster) [v] / thin coat of mortar or plaster for sealing masonry [n -S] 

PARIAHS AAHIPRS PARIAH, social outcast [n] 

PARIANS AAINPRS PARIAN, hard, white porcelain [n] 

PARINGS AGINPRS PARING, something pared off [n] 

PARISES AEIPRSS PARIS, European herb [n] 

PARKADE AADEKPR multilevel structure for parking vehicles [n -S] 

PARKERS AEKPRRS PARKER, one that parks (to leave vehicle in location for time) [n] 

PARKIER AEIKPRR PARKY, chilly (cool (moderately cold)) [adj] 

PARKING AGIKNPR area in which vehicles may be left [n -S] / PARK, to leave vehicle in location for time [v] 

PARKINS AIKNPRS PARKIN, kind of bread made with molasses and oatmeal [n] 

PARKOUR AKOPRRU sport of traversing environmental obstacles by running, climbing, or leaping [n -S] 

PARKWAY AAKPRWY wide highway [n -S] 

PARLAYS AALPRSY PARLAY, to bet original wager and its winnings on subsequent event [v] 

PARLEYS AELPRSY PARLEY, to discuss terms with enemy [v] 

PARLING AGILNPR PARLE, to parley (to discuss terms with enemy) [v] 

PARLORS ALOPRRS PARLOR, room for entertainment of visitors [n] 

PARLOUR ALOPRRU parlor (room for entertainment of visitors) [n -S] 

PARLOUS ALOPRSU dangerous [adj] 

PARODIC ACDIOPR comically imitative [adj] 

PARODOI ADIOOPR PARODOS, ode sung in ancient Greek drama [n] 

PARODOS ADOOPRS ode sung in ancient Greek drama [n -DOI] 

PAROLED ADELOPR PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

PAROLEE AEELOPR one who is paroled [n -S] 

PAROLES AELOPRS PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

PARONYM AMNOPRY word having same root as another [n -S] 

PAROTIC ACIOPRT situated near ear [adj] 

PAROTID ADIOPRT salivary gland [n -S] 

PARQUET AEPQRTU to furnish with floor of inlaid design [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PARRALS AALPRRS PARRAL, parrel (sliding loop of rope or chain used on ship) [n] 

PARRELS AELPRRS PARREL, sliding loop of rope or chain used on ship [n] 

PARRIED ADEIPRR PARRY, to ward off blow [v] 

PARRIER AEIPRRR one that parries (to ward off blow) [n -S] 

PARRIES AEIPRRS PARRY, to ward off blow [v] 

PARRING AGINPRR PAR, to shoot in standard number of strokes in golf [v] 

PARROTS AOPRRST PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v] 

PARROTY AOPRRTY resembling parrot (hook-billed tropical bird) [adj] 

PARSECS ACEPRSS PARSEC, unit of astronomical distance [n] 

PARSERS AEPRRSS PARSER, one that parses (to describe and analyze grammatically) [n] 

PARSING AGINPRS PARSE, to describe and analyze grammatically [v] 

PARSLEY AELPRSY cultivated herb [n -S] 

PARSNIP AINPPRS European herb [n -S] 

PARSONS ANOPRSS PARSON, clergyman [n] 

PARTAKE AAEKPRT to participate [v -TOOK, -N, -KING, -S] 

PARTANS AANPRST PARTAN, edible crab [n] 

PARTERS AEPRRST PARTER, one that parts (to divide or break into separate pieces) [n] 

PARTIAL AAILPRT simple component of complex tone [n -S] 

PARTIED ADEIPRT PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PARTIER AEIPRRT PARTY [adj] / partyer (one that parties (to attend social gathering)) [n -S] 

PARTIES AEIPRST PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PARTING AGINPRT division or separation [n -S] / PART, to divide or break into separate pieces [v] 

PARTITA AAIPRTT set of related instrumental pieces [n -S] 

PARTITE AEIPRTT divided into parts [adj] 

PARTLET AELPRTT woman's garment [n -S] 

PARTNER AENPRRT to associate with in some activity of common interest [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARTONS ANOPRST PARTON, hypothetical atomic particle [n] 

PARTOOK AKOOPRT PARTAKE, to participate [v] 

PARTWAY AAPRTWY to some extent [adv] 

PARTYER AEPRRTY one that parties (to attend social gathering) [n -S] 

PARURAS AAPRRSU PARURA, parure (set of matched jewelry) [n] 

PARURES AEPRRSU PARURE, set of matched jewelry [n] 

PARVENU AENPRUV one who has suddenly risen above his class [n -S] 

PARVISE AEIPRSV parvis (enclosed area in front of church) [n -S] 

PASCALS AACLPSS PASCAL, unit of pressure [n] 

PASCHAL AACHLPS candle used in certain religious ceremonies [n -S] 

PASHING AGHINPS PASH, to strike violently [v] 

PASHKAS AAHKPSS PASHKA, paskha (Russian dessert eaten at Easter) [n] 

PASKHAS AAHKPSS PASKHA, Russian dessert eaten at Easter [n] 

PASQUIL AILPQSU satire or lampoon [n -S] 

PASSADE AADEPSS turn of horse backward or forward on same ground [n -S] 

PASSADO AADOPSS forward thrust in fencing [n -ES, -S] 

PASSAGE AAEGPSS to make voyage [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PASSANT AANPSST walking with farther forepaw raised -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

PASSELS AELPSSS PASSEL, large quantity or number [n] 

PASSERS AEPRSSS PASSER, one that passes (to go by) [n] 

PASSING AGINPSS death (end of life) [n -S] / PASS, to go by [v] 
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PASSION AINOPSS intense emotion [n -S] 

PASSIVE AEIPSSV verb form [n -S] 

PASSKEY AEKPSSY key that opens several different locks [n -S] 

PASTELS AELPSST PASTEL, soft, delicate hue [n] 

PASTERN AENPRST part of horse's foot [n -S] 

PASTERS AEPRSST PASTER, one that pastes (to fasten with sticky mixture) [n] 

PASTEUP AEPPSTU finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n -S] 

PASTIER AEIPRST PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PASTIES AEIPSST PASTIE, pasty (meat pie) [n] / PASTY [n] 

PASTILS AILPSST PASTIL, pastille (lozenge (small, often medicated candy)) [n] 

PASTILY AILPSTY in manner that is pasty [adv] 

PASTIME AEIMPST recreational activity [n -S] 

PASTINA AAINPST type of macaroni (tubular pasta) [n -S] 

PASTING AGINPST beating (defeat) [n -S] / PASTE, to fasten with sticky mixture [v] 

PASTORS AOPRSST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

PASTURE AEPRSTU to put in pasture (grazing area) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PATACAS AAACPST PATACA, monetary unit of Macao [n] 

PATAGIA AAAGIPT PATAGIUM, wing membrane of bat [n] 

PATAMAR AAAMPRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

PATCHED ACDEHPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PATCHER ACEHPRT one that patches (to mend or cover hole or weak spot in) [n -S] 

PATCHES ACEHPST PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PATELLA AAELLPT flat movable bone at front of knee [n -E, -S] 

PATENCY ACENPTY state of being obvious (easily perceived or understood) [n -CIES] 

PATENTS AENPSTT PATENT, to obtain patent (government grant protecting rights of inventor) on [v] 

PATHWAY AAHPTWY path (trodden way or track) [n -S] 

PATIENT AEINPTT one who is under medical treatment [n -S] 

PATINAE AAEINPT PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [n] 

PATINAS AAINPST PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [n] 

PATINED ADEINPT PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

PATINES AEINPST PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

PATNESS AENPSST suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

PATONCE ACENOPT having arms broaden from center and end in three-pointed lobes -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 

PATOOTS AOOPSTT PATOOT, patootie (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

PATRIOT AIOPRTT one who loves his country [n -S] 

PATROLS ALOPRST PATROL, to pass through area for purposes of observation or security [v] 

PATRONS ANOPRST PATRON, regular customer [n] 

PATROON ANOOPRT landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n -S] 

PATSIES AEIPSST PATSY, person who is easily fooled [n] 

PATTENS AENPSTT PATTEN, shoe having thick wooden sole [n] 

PATTERN AENPRTT to make according to prescribed design [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PATTERS AEPRSTT PATTER, to talk glibly or rapidly [v] 

PATTEST AEPSTTT PAT, known thoroughly [adj] 

PATTIES AEIPSTT PATTIE, patty (small, flat cake of chopped food) [n] / PATTY [n] 

PATTING AGINPTT PAT, to touch lightly [v] 

PATZERS AEPRSTZ PATZER, inept chess player [n] 

PAUCITY ACIPTUY smallness of number or quantity [n -TIES] 
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PAUGHTY AGHPTUY arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj] 

PAULINS AILNPSU PAULIN, sheet of waterproof material [n] 

PAUNCHY ACHNPUY having protruding belly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

PAUPERS AEPPRSU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 

PAUSERS AEPRSSU PAUSER, one that pauses (to stop temporarily) [n] 

PAUSING AGINPSU PAUSE, to stop temporarily [v] 

PAVANES AAENPSV PAVANE, pavan (slow, stately dance) [n] 

PAVINGS AGINPSV PAVING, pavement (paved surface) [n] 

PAVIORS AIOPRSV PAVIOR, paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n] 

PAVIOUR AIOPRUV paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n -S] 

PAVISER AEIPRSV soldier carrying pavis [n -S] 

PAVISES AEIPSSV PAVIS, large medieval shield [n] / PAVISE [n] 

PAVISSE AEIPSSV pavis (large medieval shield) [n -S] 

PAVLOVA AALOPVV meringue dessert [n -S] 

PAWKIER AEIKPRW PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

PAWKILY AIKLPWY PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adv] 

PAWNAGE AAEGNPW act of pawning (to give as security for something borrowed) [n -S] 

PAWNEES AEENPSW PAWNEE, one to whom something is pawned [n] 

PAWNERS AENPRSW PAWNER, one that pawns something [n] 

PAWNING AGINNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PAWNORS ANOPRSW PAWNOR, pawner (one that pawns something) [n] 

PAWPAWS AAPPSWW PAWPAW, papaw (fleshy fruit) [n] 

PAYABLE AABELPY profitable [adj] 

PAYABLY AABLPYY PAYABLE, profitable [adv] 

PAYBACK AABCKPY return on investment equal to original capital outlay [n -S] 

PAYDAYS AADPSYY PAYDAY, day on which wages are paid [n] 

PAYDOWN ADNOPWY reduction of debt through repayment [n -S] 

PAYLOAD AADLOPY part of cargo producing income [n -S] 

PAYMENT AEMNPTY something that is paid [n -S] 

PAYNIMS AIMNPSY PAYNIM, pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [n] 

PAYOFFS AFFOPSY PAYOFF, act of distributing gains [n] 

PAYOLAS AALOPSY PAYOLA, secret payment for favors [n] 

PAYOUTS AOPSTUY PAYOUT, money that is paid out [n] 

PAYROLL ALLOPRY list of employees entitled to payment [n -S] 

PAYSLIP AILPPSY brief record of employee's wages indicating deductions [n -S] 

PAYWALL AALLPWY system that prevents access to website without paid subscription [n -S] 

PEACHED ACDEEHP PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PEACHER ACEEHPR one that peaches (to inform against someone) [n -S] 

PEACHES ACEEHPS PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PEACING ACEGINP PEACE, to be or become silent [v] 

PEACOAT AACEOPT heavy woolen jacket [n -S] 

PEACOCK ACCEKOP to strut vainly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEAFOWL AEFLOPW large pheasant [n -S] 

PEAHENS AEEHNPS PEAHEN, female peafowl [n] 

PEAKIER AEEIKPR PEAKY, sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

PEAKING AEGIKNP PEAK, to reach maximum [v] 

PEAKISH AEHIKPS somewhat sickly [adj] 
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PEALIKE AEEIKLP resembling pea (edible seed of annual herb) [adj] 

PEALING AEGILNP PEAL, to ring out [v] 

PEANUTS AENPSTU PEANUT, nutlike seed or pod of annual vine [n] 

PEARLED ADEELPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEARLER AEELPRR one that dives for pearls [n -S] 

PEARTER AEEPRRT PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

PEARTLY AELPRTY PEART, lively (full of energy) [adv] 

PEASANT AAENPST person of inferior social rank [n -S] 

PEASCOD ACDEOPS peasecod (pea pod) [n -S] 

PEATIER AEEIPRT PEATY, resembling or containing peat (composed of partially decayed vegetable matter) [adj] 

PEAVEYS AEEPSVY PEAVEY, lever used to move logs [n] 

PEAVIES AEEIPSV PEAVY, peavey (lever used to move logs) [n] 

PEBBLED BBDEELP PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PEBBLES BBEELPS PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PECCANT ACCENPT sinful (marked by sin) [adj] 

PECCARY ACCEPRY piglike hoofed mammal [n -RIES] 

PECCAVI ACCEIPV confession of sin [n -S] 

PECHANS ACEHNPS PECHAN, stomach [n] 

PECHING CEGHINP PECH, to pant (to breathe quickly and with difficulty) [v] 

PECKERS CEEKPRS PECKER, one that pecks (to strike with beak or something pointed) [n] 

PECKIER CEEIKPR PECKY, marked by decay caused by fungi [adj] 

PECKING CEGIKNP PECK, to strike with beak or something pointed [v] 

PECKISH CEHIKPS irritable [adj] 

PECTASE ACEEPST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PECTATE ACEEPTT chemical salt [n -S] 

PECTENS CEENPST PECTEN, comblike anatomical part [n] 

PECTINS CEINPST PECTIN, carbohydrate derivative [n] 

PECTIZE CEEIPTZ to change into jelly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PECULIA ACEILPU PECULIUM, private property [n] 

PEDAGOG ADEGGOP teacher (one that teaches (to impart knowledge or skill to)) [n -S] 

PEDALED ADDEELP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDALER ADEELPR one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers) [n -S] 

PEDALOS ADELOPS PEDALO, paddleboat powered by pedals [n] 

PEDANTS ADENPST PEDANT, one who flaunts his knowledge [n] 

PEDDLED DDDEELP PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PEDDLER DDEELPR one that peddles (to travel about selling wares) [n -S] 

PEDDLES DDEELPS PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PEDICAB ABCDEIP passenger vehicle that is pedaled [n -S] 

PEDICEL CDEEILP slender basal part of organism [n -S] 

PEDICLE CDEEILP pedicel (slender basal part of organism) [n -S] 

PEDLARS ADELPRS PEDLAR, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

PEDLARY ADELPRY peddlery (trade of peddler) [n -RIES] 

PEDLERS DEELPRS PEDLER, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

PEDLERY DEELPRY peddlery (trade of peddler) [n -RIES] 

PEDOCAL ACDELOP type of soil [n -S] 

PEDWAYS ADEPSWY PEDWAY, walkway for pedestrians only [n] 

PEEBEEN BEEEENP large hardwood evergreen tree [n -S] 
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PEEKING EEGIKNP PEEK, to look furtively or quickly [v] 

PEELERS EEELPRS PEELER, one that peels (to strip off outer covering of) [n] 

PEELING EEGILNP PEEL, to strip off outer covering of [v] / piece or strip that has been peeled off [n -S] 

PEENING EEGINNP action of treating sheet metal with metal shot in order to shape it [n -S] / PEEN, to beat with non-flat end of hammerhead [v] 

PEEPBOS BEEOPPS PEEPBO, game of peekaboo [n] 

PEEPERS EEEPPRS PEEPER, one that peeps (to utter short, shrill cry) [n] 

PEEPING EEGINPP PEEP, to utter short, shrill cry [v] 

PEEPULS EELPPSU PEEPUL, pipal (fig tree of India) [n] 

PEERAGE AEEEGPR rank of nobleman [n -S] 

PEERESS EEEPRSS noblewoman [n -ES] 

PEERIES EEEIPRS PEERIE, peery (child's toy) [n] / PEERY [n] 

PEERING EEGINPR PEER, to look narrowly or searchingly [v] 

PEEVING EEGINPV PEEVE, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

PEEVISH EEHIPSV irritable [adj] 

PEEWEES EEEEPSW PEEWEE, unusually small person or thing [n] 

PEEWITS EEIPSTW PEEWIT, pewit (lapwing (shore bird)) [n] 

PEGGING EGGGINP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin) [v] 

PEGLESS EEGLPSS lacking peg [adj] 

PEGLIKE EEGIKLP resembling peg [adj] 

PEGTOPS EGOPPST PEGTOP, spinning top having peg wound with string [n] 

PEINING EGIINNP PEIN, to peen (to beat with non-flat end of hammerhead) [v] 

PEISING EGIINPS PEISE, to weigh (to determine weight of) [v] 

PEKEPOO EEKOOPP peekapoo (dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle) [n -S] 

PELAGES AEEGLPS PELAGE, coat or covering of mammal [n] 

PELAGIC ACEGILP inhabitant of ocean [n -S] 

PELHAMS AEHLMPS PELHAM, type of horse's mouthpiece [n] 

PELICAN ACEILNP large, web-footed bird [n -S] 

PELISSE EEILPSS long outer garment [n -S] 

PELITES EEILPST PELITE, rock composed of fine fragments [n] 

PELITIC CEIILPT PELITE, rock composed of fine fragments [adj] 

PELLETS EELLPST PELLET, to strike with pellets (small rounded masses) [v] 

PELMETS EELMPST PELMET, decorative cornice [n] 

PELORIA AEILOPR abnormal regularity of flower form [n -S] 

PELORIC CEILOPR PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

PELORUS ELOPRSU navigational instrument [n -ES] 

PELOTAS AELOPST PELOTA, court game of Spanish origin [n] 

PELOTON ELNOOPT main body of riders in bicycle race [n -S] 

PELTAST AELPSTT soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

PELTATE AEELPTT shaped like shield [adj] 

PELTERS EELPRST PELTER, to pelt (to strike repeatedly with blows or missiles) [v] 

PELTING EGILNPT PELT, to strike repeatedly with blows or missiles [v] 

PELVICS CEILPSV PELVIC, bone of pelvis [n] 

PEMBINA ABEIMNP variety of cranberry [n -S] 

PEMICAN ACEIMNP pemmican (food prepared by Native Americans) [n -S] 

PEMPHIX EHIMPPX skin disease [n -ES] 

PENALLY AELLNPY in penal (pertaining to punishment) manner [adv] 

PENALTY AELNPTY punishment imposed for violation of law, rule, or agreement [n -TIES] 
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PENANCE ACEENNP to impose type of punishment upon [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PENANGS AEGNNPS PENANG, cotton fabric [n] 

PENATES AEENPST Roman gods of household [n PENATES] 

PENCELS CEELNPS PENCEL, small flag [n] 

PENCILS CEILNPS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENDANT ADENNPT hanging ornament [n -S] 

PENDENT DEENNPT pendant (hanging ornament) [n -S] 

PENDING DEGINNP PEND, to remain undecided or unsettled [v] 

PENGUIN EGINNPU flightless, aquatic bird [n -S] 

PENICIL CEIILNP small tuft of hairs [n -S] 

PENISES EEINPSS PENIS, male organ of copulation [n] 

PENLITE EEILNPT penlight (small flashlight) [n -S] 

PENNAME AEEMNNP name used by author instead of his real name [n -S] 

PENNANT AENNNPT long, narrow flag [n -S] 

PENNATE AEENNPT having wings or feathers [adj] 

PENNERS EENNPRS PENNER, one that pens (to write with pen (instrument for writing with fluid ink)) [n] 

PENNIES EEINNPS PENNY, coin of United Kingdom [n] 

PENNINE EEINNNP mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PENNING EGINNNP PEN, to write with pen (instrument for writing with fluid ink) [v] 

PENNONS ENNNOPS PENNON, pennant (long, narrow flag) [n] 

PENOCHE CEEHNOP penuche (fudge-like candy) [n -S] 

PENSEES EEENPSS PENSEE, thought (product of thinking) [n] 

PENSILE EEILNPS hanging loosely [adj] 

PENSILS EILNPSS PENSIL, pencel (small flag) [n] 

PENSION EINNOPS to grant retirement allowance to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PENSIVE EEINPSV engaged in deep thought [adj] 

PENSTER EENPRST writer (one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument)) [n -S] 

PENTADS ADENPST PENTAD, group of five [n] 

PENTANE AEENNPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

PENTENE EEENNPT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S]  

PENTODE DEENOPT type of electron tube [n -S] 

PENTOSE EENOPST sugar having five carbon atoms per molecule [n -S] 

PENTYLS ELNPSTY PENTYL, amyl (univalent radical) [n] 

PENUCHE CEEHNPU fudge-like candy [n -S] 

PENUCHI CEHINPU penuche (fudge-like candy) [n -S] 

PENULTS ELNPSTU PENULT, next to last syllable in word [n] 

PEONAGE AEEGNOP condition of being peon (unskilled laborer) [n -S] 

PEONIES EEINOPS PEONY, flowering plant [n] 

PEONISM EIMNOPS peonage (condition of being peon (unskilled laborer)) [n -S] 

PEOPLED DEELOPP PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants [v] 

PEOPLER EELOPPR one that peoples (to furnish with inhabitants) [n -S] 

PEOPLES EELOPPS PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants [v] 

PEPINOS EINOPPS PEPINO, bushy perennial plant with edible fruit [n] 

PEPITAS AEIPPST PEPITA, edible dried seed of pumpkin or squash [n] 

PEPLUMS ELMPPSU PEPLUM, short section attached to waistline of garment [n] 

PEPPERS EEPPPRS PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v] 

PEPPERY EEPPPRY resembling pepper [adj] 
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PEPPIER EEIPPPR PEPPY, full of energy [adj] 

PEPPILY EILPPPY PEPPY, full of energy [adv] 

PEPPING EGINPPP PEP, to fill with energy [v] 

PEPSINE EEINPPS pepsin (digestive enzyme of stomach) [n -S] 

PEPSINS EINPPSS PEPSIN, digestive enzyme of stomach [n] 

PEPTALK AEKLPPT to inspire enthusiasm in by intense, emotional talk [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEPTICS CEIPPST PEPTIC, substance that promotes digestion [n] 

PEPTIDE DEEIPPT combination of amino acids [n -S] 

PEPTIDS DEIPPST PEPTID, peptide (combination of amino acids) [n] 

PEPTIZE EEIPPTZ to increase colloidal dispersion of [v -D, -ING, -S] 

PEPTONE EENOPPT protein compound [n -S] 

PERACID ACDEIPR type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

PERCALE ACEELPR cotton fabric [n -S] 

PERCENT CEENPRT one part in hundred [n -S] 

PERCEPT CEEPPRT something that is perceived [n -S] 

PERCHED CDEEHPR PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PERCHER CEEHPRR one that perches (to sit or rest on elevated place) [n -S] 

PERCHES CEEHPRS PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PERCIDS CDEIPRS PERCID, freshwater fish of perch family [n] 

PERCOID CDEIOPR any of large suborder of spiny-finned fishes [n -S] 

PERCUSS CEPRSSU to strike with force [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PERDUES DEEPRSU PERDUE, perdu (soldier sent on dangerous mission) [n] 

PERDURE DEEPRRU to continue to exist [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PEREION EEINOPR thorax of some crustaceans [n -IA, -S] 

PEREONS EENOPRS PEREON, pereion (thorax of some crustaceans) [n] 

PERFECT CEEFPRT to make perfect [v -ED, -ING, -S] / lacking fault or defect; of extreme kind [adj -ER, -EST] 

PERFIDY DEFIPRY deliberate breach of faith or trust [n -DIES] 

PERFORM EFMOPRR to begin and carry through to completion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERFUME EEFMPRU to fill with fragrant odor [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PERFUMY EFMPRUY scented [adj] 

PERFUSE EEFPRSU to spread over or through something [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PERGOLA AEGLOPR shaded shelter or passageway [n -S] 

PERHAPS AEHPPRS something open to doubt or conjecture [n -ES] 

PERIAPT AEIPPRT amulet (object worn to protect against evil or injury) [n -S] 

PERIDIA ADEIIPR PERIDIUM, covering of spore-bearing organ in many fungi [n] 

PERIDOT DEIOPRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PERIGEE EEEGIPR point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n -S] 

PERIGON EGINOPR angle equal to 360 degrees [n -S] 

PERILED DEEILPR PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

PERILLA AEILLPR Asian herb [n -S] 

PERINEA AEEINPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [n] 

PERIODS DEIOPRS PERIOD, portion of time [n] 

PERIQUE EEIPQRU dark tobacco [n -S] 

PERITUS EIPRSTU expert theologian [n -TI] 

PERIWIG EGIIPRW wig [n -S] 

PERJURE EEJPRRU to make perjurer (willful giving of false testimony under oath in judicial proceeding) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERJURY EJPRRUY willful giving of false testimony under oath in judicial proceeding [n -RIES] 
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PERKIER EEIKPRR PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

PERKILY EIKLPRY PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adv] 

PERKING EGIKNPR PERK, to prepare (coffee) in percolator [v] 

PERKISH EHIKPRS somewhat perky [adj] 

PERLITE EEILPRT volcanic glass [n -S] 

PERMIAN AEIMNPR of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

PERMING EGIMNPR PERM, to give hair permanent wave [v] 

PERMITS EIMPRST PERMIT, to allow (to put no obstacle in way of) [v] 

PERMUTE EEMPRTU to change order of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERNODS DENOPRS PERNOD, trademark [n] 

PEROGIE EEGIOPR pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n -S] 

PEROGIS EGIOPRS PEROGI, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] 

PERORAL AELOPRR occurring through mouth [adj] 

PEROXID DEIOPRX peroxide [n -S] 

PERPEND DEENPPR to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERPENT EENPPRT large building stone [n -S] 

PERPLEX EELPPRX to make mentally uncertain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PERRIES EEIPRRS PERRY, beverage of pear juice often fermented [n] 

PERRONS ENOPRRS PERRON, outdoor stairway [n] 

PERSALT AELPRST chemical salt [n -S] 

PERSIST EIPRSST to continue resolutely in some activity [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERSONA AENOPRS character in literary work [n -E, -S] / public role that person assumes [n -S] 

PERSONS ENOPRSS PERSON, human being [n] 

PERSPEX EEPPRSX trademark [n -ES] 

PERTAIN AEINPRT to have reference or relation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERTEST EEPRSTT PERT, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

PERTURB BEPRRTU to disturb greatly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERUKED DEEKPRU PERUKE, wig [adj] 

PERUKES EEKPRSU PERUKE, wig [n] 

PERUSAL AELPRSU act of perusing (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n -S] 

PERUSED DEEPRSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

PERUSER EEPRRSU one that peruses (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n -S] 

PERUSES EEPRSSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

PERVADE ADEEPRV to spread through every part of [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PERVERT EEPRRTV to turn away from right course of action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERVIER EEIPRRV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PESADES ADEEPSS PESADE, position of horse when rearing [n] 

PESETAS AEEPSST PESETA, former monetary unit of Spain [n] 

PESEWAS AEEPSSW PESEWA, monetary unit of Ghana [n] 

PESKIER EEIKPRS PESKY, annoying [adj] 

PESKILY EIKLPSY PESKY, annoying [adv] 

PESSARY AEPRSSY contraceptive device worn in vagina [n -RIES] 

PESTERS EEPRSST PESTER, to bother (to annoy (to be troublesome to)) [v] 

PESTIER EEIPRST PESTY, annoying [adj] 

PESTLED DEELPST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PESTLES EELPSST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PETALED ADEELPT PETAL, leaflike part of corolla [adj] 
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PETARDS ADEPRST PETARD, explosive device [n] 

PETASOS AEOPSST petasus (broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece) [n -ES] 

PETASUS AEPSSTU broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PETCOCK CCEKOPT small valve or faucet [n -S] 

PETERED DEEEPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v] 

PETIOLE EEILOPT stalk of leaf [n -S] 

PETITES EEIPSTT PETITE, clothing size for short women [n] 

PETNAPS AENPPST PETNAP, to steal pet for profit [v] 

PETRALE AEELPRT food fish [n -S] 

PETRELS EELPRST PETREL, small seabird [n] 

PETRIFY EFIPRTY to convert into stone [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PETROLS ELOPRST PETROL, gasoline (liquid fuel) [n] 

PETROUS EOPRSTU resembling stone in hardness [adj] 

PETSAIS AEIPSST PETSAI, Chinese cabbage [n] 

PETTERS EEPRSTT PETTER, one that pets (to caress with hand) [n] 

PETTIER EEIPRTT PETTY, insignificant [adj] 

PETTILY EILPTTY in petty (insignificant) manner [adv] 

PETTING EGINPTT amorous caressing and kissing [n -S] / PET, to caress with hand [v] 

PETTISH EHIPSTT peevish (irritable) [adj] 

PETTLED DEELPTT PETTLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

PETTLES EELPSTT PETTLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

PETUNIA AEINPTU tropical herb [n -S] 

PEWTERS EEPRSTW PEWTER, tin alloy [n] 

PEWTERY EEPRTWY PEWTER, tin alloy [adj] 

PEYOTES EEOPSTY PEYOTE, cactus (plant native to arid regions) [n] 

PEYOTLS ELOPSTY PEYOTL, peyote (cactus (plant native to arid regions)) [n] 

PEYTRAL AELPRTY piece of armor for breast of horse [n -S] 

PEYTREL EELPRTY peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

PFENNIG EFGINNP formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n -E, -S] 

PHAETON AEHNOPT light carriage [n -S] 

PHALANX AAHLNPX formation of infantry in ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PHALLIC ACHILLP pertaining to phallus (penis (male organ of copulation)) [adj] 

PHALLUS AHLLPSU penis (male organ of copulation) [n -LLI, -ES] 

PHANTOM AHMNOPT something existing in appearance only [n -S] 

PHARAOH AAHHOPR ruler of ancient Egypt [n -S] 

PHARMAS AAHMPRS PHARMA, pharmaceutical company [n] 

PHARMER AEHMPRR one who participates in pharming (production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals) [n -S] 

PHARYNX AHNPRXY section of digestive tract [n -NGES, -ES] 

PHASEAL AAEHLPS PHASE, to plan or carry out by phases (distinct stages of development) [adj] 

PHASERS AEHPRSS PHASER, type of science-fiction weapon [n] 

PHASING AGHINPS PHASE, to plan or carry out by phases (distinct stages of development) [v] 

PHASMID ADHIMPS tropical insect [n -S] 

PHATTER AEHPRTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

PHELLEM EEHLLMP layer of plant cells [n -S] 

PHENATE AEEHNPT salt of carbolic acid [n -S] 

PHENOLS EHLNOPS PHENOL, caustic compound [n] 

PHENOMS EHMNOPS PHENOM, person of extraordinary ability or promise [n] 
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PHENOXY EHNOPXY containing radical derived from phenol [adj] 

PHENYLS EHLNPSY PHENYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

PHILTER EHILPRT to put under spell of love potion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PHILTRA AHILPRT PHILTRUM, indentation between upper lip and nose [n] 

PHILTRE EHILPRT to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PHISHED DEHHIPS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHISHER EHHIPRS one that phishes (to engage in phishing) [n -S] 

PHISHES EHHIPSS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHIZZES EHIPSZZ PHIZZ, phiz (face or facial expression) [n] 

PHLEGMS EGHLMPS PHLEGM, thick mucus secreted in air passages [n] 

PHLOEMS EHLMOPS PHLOEM, complex plant tissue [n] 

PHLOXES EHLOPSX PHLOX, flowering plant [n] 

PHOBIAS ABHIOPS PHOBIA, obsessive or irrational fear [n] 

PHOBICS BCHIOPS PHOBIC, one affected with phobia [n] 

PHOCINE CEHINOP pertaining to seals [adj] 

PHOEBES BEEHOPS PHOEBE, small bird [n] 

PHOEBUS BEHOPSU sun [n -ES] 

PHOENIX EHINOPX mythical bird [n -ES] 

PHONATE AEHNOPT to produce speech sounds [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PHONEME EEHMNOP unit of speech [n -S] 

PHONERS EHNOPRS PHONER, one who calls someone on telephone [n] 

PHONEYS EHNOPSY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

PHONICS CHINOPS science of sound [n PHONICS] 

PHONIED DEHINOP PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHONIER EHINOPR PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

PHONIES EHINOPS PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHONILY HILNOPY in phony (not genuine or real) manner [adv] 

PHONING GHINNOP PHONE, to telephone [v] 

PHONONS HNNOOPS PHONON, quantum of vibrational energy [n] 

PHORATE AEHOPRT insecticide [n -S] 

PHORESY EHOPRSY symbiotic relationship between some arthropods and fishes [n -SIES]  

PHOTICS CHIOPST science of light [n PHOTICS] 

PHOTINO HINOOPT hypothetical elementary particle [n -S] 

PHOTOED DEHOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOGS GHOOPST PHOTOG, one who takes photographs [n] 

PHOTONS HNOOPST PHOTON, elementary particle [n] 

PHRASAL AAHLPRS pertaining to group of two or more associated words [adj] 

PHRASED ADEHPRS PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PHRASES AEHPRSS PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PHRATRY AHPRRTY tribal unit among primitive peoples [n -RIES] 

PHREAKS AEHKPRS PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PHRENIC CEHINPR pertaining to mind [adj] 

PHRENSY EHNPRSY to frenzy (to make frantic) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PHYLLOS HLLOPSY PHYLLO, very thin pastry dough [n] 

PHYSEDS DEHPSSY PHYSED, physical education [n] 

PHYSICS CHIPSSY PHYSIC, to treat with medicine [v] 

PHYSIOS HIOPSSY PHYSIO, physiotherapist [n] 
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PHYTANE AEHNPTY chemical compound [n -S] 

PHYTINS HINPSTY PHYTIN, calcium-magnesium salt [n] 

PHYTOID DHIOPTY resembling plant [adj] 

PHYTOLS HLOPSTY PHYTOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PHYTONS HNOPSTY PHYTON, structural unit of plant [n] 

PIAFFED ADEFFIP PIAFFE, to perform piaffer [v] 

PIAFFER AEFFIPR movement in horsemanship [n -S] 

PIAFFES AEFFIPS PIAFFE, to perform piaffer [v] 

PIANISM AIIMNPS performance on piano [n -S] 

PIANIST AIINPST one who plays piano [n -S] 

PIANOLA AAILNOP type of player piano [n -S] 

PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PIASAVA AAAIPSV piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PIASTER AEIPRST monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PIASTRE AEIPRST piaster (monetary unit of several Arab countries) [n -S] 

PIAZZAS AAIPSZZ PIAZZA, public square in Italian town [n] 

PIBROCH BCHIOPR musical piece played on bagpipe [n -S] 

PICACHO ACCHIOP isolated peak of hill [n -S] 

PICADOR ACDIOPR horseman in bullfight [n -ES, -S] 

PICANTE ACEINPT prepared with spicy sauce [adj] 

PICARAS AACIPRS PICARA, female picaro (vagabond) [n] 

PICAROS ACIOPRS PICARO, vagabond [n] 

PICCATA AACCIPT dish of veal cutlets with sauce of lemon, white wine, and butter [n -S] 

PICCOLO CCILOOP small flute [n -S] 

PICEOUS CEIOPSU glossy-black in color [adj] 

PICKAXE ACEIKPX to pickax (to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces)) [v -D, -XING, -S] 

PICKEER CEEIKPR to skirmish in advance of army [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PICKERS CEIKPRS PICKER, one that picks (to select (to choose)) [n] 

PICKETS CEIKPST PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PICKIER CEIIKPR PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

PICKING CGIIKNP act of one that picks [n -S] / PICK, to select (to choose (to take by preference)) [v] 

PICKLED CDEIKLP PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PICKLER CEIKLPR vegetable or fruit suitable for pickling [n -S] 

PICKLES CEIKLPS PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PICKOFF CFFIKOP play in baseball [n -S] 

PICKUPS CIKPPSU PICKUP, small truck [n] 

PICNICS CCIINPS PICNIC, to go on picnic (outdoor excursion with food) [v] 

PICOLIN CIILNOP picoline (chemical compound) [n -S] 

PICOTED CDEIOPT PICOT, to edge with ornamental loops [v] 

PICOTEE CEEIOPT variety of carnation [n -S] 

PICQUET CEIPQTU piquet (card game) [n -S] 

PICRATE ACEIPRT chemical salt [n -S] 

PICRITE CEIIPRT igneous rock [n -S] 

PICTURE CEIPRTU to make visual representation of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PIDDLED DDDEILP PIDDLE, to waste time [v] 

PIDDLER DDEILPR one that piddles (to waste time) [n -S] 

PIDDLES DDEILPS PIDDLE, to waste time [v] 
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PIDDOCK CDDIKOP bivalve mollusk [n -S] 

PIDGINS DGIINPS PIDGIN, mixed language [n] 

PIEBALD ABDEILP spotted animal [n -S] 

PIECERS CEEIPRS PIECER, one that pieces (to join into whole) [n] 

PIECING CEGIINP material to be sewn together [n -S] / PIECE, to join into whole [v] 

PIEFORT EFIOPRT unusually thick coin [n -S] 

PIEHOLE EEHILOP mouth [n -S] 

PIEINGS EGIINPS PIEING, act of throwing pie at public figure [n] 

PIERCED CDEEIPR PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 

PIERCER CEEIPRR one that pierces (to cut or pass into or through) [n -S] 

PIERCES CEEIPRS PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 

PIEROGI EGIIOPR small dumpling with filling [n -ES] 

PIERROT EIOPRRT clown [n -S] 

PIETIES EEIIPST PIETY, quality or state of being pious (marked by religious reverence) [n] 

PIETISM EIIMPST piety (quality or state of being pious (marked by religious reverence)) [n -S] 

PIETIST EIIPSTT pious person (marked by religious reverence) [n -S] 

PIFFLED DEFFILP PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PIFFLER EFFILPR one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n -S] 

PIFFLES EFFILPS PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PIGBOAT ABGIOPT submarine [n -S] 

PIGEONS EGINOPS PIGEON, short-legged bird [n] 

PIGFISH FGHIIPS marine fish [n -ES] 

PIGGERY EGGIPRY pigpen (place where pigs are kept) [n -RIES] 

PIGGIER EGGIIPR PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PIGGIES EGGIIPS PIGGIE, piggy (small pig) [n] / PIGGY [n] 

PIGGING GGGIINP PIG, to bear pigs (cloven-hoofed mammals) [v] 

PIGGINS GGIINPS PIGGIN, small wooden pail [n] 

PIGGISH GGHIIPS greedy or dirty [adj] 

PIGLETS EGILPST PIGLET, small pig [n] 

PIGLIKE EGIIKLP resembling pig [adj] 

PIGMENT EGIMNPT to add coloring matter to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIGMIES EGIIMPS PIGMY, pygmy (small person) [n] 

PIGNOLI GIILNOP pignolia (edible seed of nut pines) [n -S] 

PIGNORA AGINOPR PIGNUS, property held as security for debt [n] 

PIGNUTS GINPSTU PIGNUT, hickory nut [n] 

PIGOUTS GIOPSTU PIGOUT, instance of eating to excess [n] 

PIGPENS EGINPPS PIGPEN, place where pigs are kept [n] 

PIGSKIN GIIKNPS skin of pig [n -S] 

PIGSNEY EGINPSY darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

PIGTAIL AGIILPT tight braid of hair [n -S] 

PIGWEED DEEGIPW weedy plant [n -S] 

PIKAKES AEIKKPS PIKAKE, East Indian vine [n] 

PIKEMAN AEIKMNP soldier armed with pike [n -MEN] 

PIKEMEN EEIKMNP PIKEMAN, soldier armed with pike [n] 

PILAFFS AFFILPS PILAFF, pilaf (dish made of seasoned rice and often meat) [n] 

PILEATE AEEILPT having pileus (umbrella-shaped portion of mushroom) [adj] 

PILEOUS EILOPSU pilose (covered with hair) [adj] 
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PILEUPS EILPPSU PILEUP, collision involving several motor vehicles [n] 

PILFERS EFILPRS PILFER, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PILGRIM GIILMPR to travel to holy place for religious reasons [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PILINGS GIILNPS PILING, structure of building supports [n] 

PILLAGE AEGILLP to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PILLARS AILLPRS PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v] 

PILLBOX BILLOPX small box for pills [n -ES] 

PILLBUG BGILLPU wood louse that can roll up into ball [n -S] 

PILLING GIILLNP PILL, to dose with pills (small, rounded masses of medicine) [v] 

PILLION IILLNOP pad or cushion for extra rider on horse or motorcycle [n -S] 

PILLOCK CIKLLOP stupid person [n -S] 

PILLORY ILLOPRY to expose to public ridicule or abuse [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

PILLOWS ILLOPSW PILLOW, to rest on pillow (cushion for head) [v] 

PILLOWY ILLOPWY resembling pillow [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

PILOTED DEILOPT PILOT, to control course of [v] 

PILSNER EILNPRS light beer [n -S] 

PILULAR AILLPRU PILULE, small pill [adj] 

PILULES EILLPSU PILULE, small pill [n] 

PIMENTO EIMNOPT pimiento (sweet pepper) [n -S] 

PIMPING GIIMNPP PIMP, to solicit clients for prostitute [v] / practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n -S] 

PIMPLED DEILMPP PIMPLE, inflamed swelling of skin [adj] 

PIMPLES EILMPPS PIMPLE, inflamed swelling of skin [n] 

PINANGS AGINNPS PINANG, palm tree [n] 

PINATAS AAINPST PINATA, pottery jar used in Mexican game [n] 

PINBALL ABILLNP to move abruptly from one place to another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINBONE BEINNOP hipbone (pelvic bone) [n -S] 

PINCERS CEINPRS PINCER, one of two pivoted parts of grasping tool [n] 

PINCHED CDEHINP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINCHER CEHINPR one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n -S] 

PINCHES CEHINPS PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINCURL CILNPRU curl held in place with hairpin [n -S] 

PINDERS DEINPRS PINDER, official who formerly impounded stray animals [n] 

PINEALS AEILNPS PINEAL, gland in brain [n] 

PINENES EEINNPS PINENE, main constituent of turpentine [n] 

PINESAP AEINPPS fragrant herb [n -S] 

PINETUM EIMNPTU plantation of pine trees [n -TA] 

PINFISH FHIINPS small marine fish [n -ES] 

PINFOLD DFILNOP to confine in enclosure for stray animals [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINGERS EGINPRS PINGER, device for producing pulses of sound [n] 

PINGING GGIINNP PING, to produce brief, high-pitched sound [v] 

PINGOES EGINOPS PINGO, low mound of earth formed by expansion of underlying frost [n] 

PINGUID DGIINPU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj] 

PINHEAD ADEHINP head of pin [n -S] 

PINHOLE EHILNOP small hole made by pin [n -S] 

PINIEST EIINPST PINEY, piny (suggestive of or covered with pine trees) [adj] / PINY [adj] 

PINIONS IINNOPS PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v] 

PINITES EIINPST PINITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 
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PINITOL IILNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

PINKENS EIKNNPS PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINKERS EIKNPRS PINKER, one that pinks (to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth) [n] 

PINKEST EIKNPST PINK, of pale reddish hue [adj] 

PINKEYE EEIKNPY inflammation of eye [n -S] 

PINKEYS EIKNPSY PINKEY, ship with narrow overhanging stern [n] 

PINKIER EIIKNPR PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKIES EIIKNPS PINKIE, little finger [n] 

PINKING GIIKNNP method of cutting or decorating [n -S] / PINK, to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth [v] 

PINKISH HIIKNPS somewhat pink [adj] 

PINKOES EIKNOPS PINKO, person who holds somewhat radical political views [n] 

PINLESS EILNPSS lacking pins [adj] 

PINNACE ACEINNP small sailing ship [n -S] 

PINNATE AEINNPT resembling feather [adj] 

PINNERS EINNPRS PINNER, one that pins (to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)) [n] 

PINNIES EIINNPS PINNY, pinafore (child's apron) [n] 

PINNING GIINNNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal) [v] 

PINNULA AILNNPU pinnule (pinnate part or organ) [n -E] 

PINNULE EILNNPU pinnate part or organ [n -S] 

PINOCLE CEILNOP pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PINOLES EILNOPS PINOLE, finely ground flour [n] 

PINONES EINNOPS PINON, pine tree [n] 

PINSPOT INOPPST to illuminate with tight spotlight [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PINTADA AADINPT pintado (large food fish) [n -S] 

PINTADO ADINOPT large food fish [n -ES, -S] 

PINTAIL AIILNPT river duck [n -S] 

PINTANO AINNOPT tropical fish [n -S] 

PINTLES EILNPST PINTLE, pin on which something turns [n] 

PINTOES EINOPST PINTO, spotted horse [n] 

PINTUCK CIKNPTU very narrow fold of fabric [n -S] 

PINWALE AEILNPW type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n -S] 

PINWEED DEEINPW perennial herb [n -S] 

PINWORK IKNOPRW type of embroidery [n -S] 

PINWORM IMNOPRW parasitic worm [n -S] 

PINYINS IINNPSY PINYIN, system for romanizing Chinese ideograms [n] 

PINYONS INNOPSY PINYON, pinon (pine tree) [n] 

PIOLETS EILOPST PIOLET, ice ax [n] 

PIONEER EEINOPR to take part in beginnings of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIOSITY IIOPSTY excessive show of piety [n -TIES] 

PIOUSLY ILOPSUY PIOUS, marked by religious reverence [adv] 

PIPAGES AEGIPPS PIPAGE, system of pipes [n] 

PIPEAGE AEEGIPP pipage (system of pipes) [n -S] 

PIPEFUL EFILPPU quantity sufficient to fill tobacco pipe [n -S] 

PIPETTE EEIPPTT to measure liquid with calibrated tube [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PIPIEST EIIPPST PIPY, shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

PIPINGS GIINPPS PIPING, system of pipes [n] 

PIPKINS IIKNPPS PIPKIN, small pot [n] 
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PIPLESS EILPPSS having no small seeds [adj] 

PIPPING GIINPPP PIP, to break through shell of egg [v] 

PIPPINS IINPPPS PIPPIN, any of several varieties of apple [n] 

PIQUANT AINPQTU agreeably sharp in taste [adj] 

PIQUETS EIPQSTU PIQUET, card game [n] 

PIQUING GIINPQU PIQUE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

PIRAGUA AAGIPRU dugout canoe [n -S] 

PIRANAS AAINPRS PIRANA, piranha (voracious fish) [n] 

PIRANHA AAHINPR voracious fish [n -S] 

PIRATED ADEIPRT PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

PIRATES AEIPRST PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

PIRATIC ACIIPRT pertaining to piracy (robbery on high seas) [adj] 

PIRAYAS AAIPRSY PIRAYA, piranha (voracious fish) [n] 

PIROGEN EGINOPR PIROG, large Russian pastry [n] 

PIROGHI GHIIOPR PIROG, large Russian pastry [n] 

PIROGUE EGIOPRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PIROJKI IIJKOPR PIROZHOK, small Russian pastry [n] 

PIROQUE EIOPQRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PISCARY ACIPRSY place for fishing [n -RIES] 

PISCINA ACIINPS basin used in certain church ceremonies [n -E, -S] 

PISCINE CEIINPS pertaining to fish [adj] 

PISHERS EHIPRSS PISHER, young or inexperienced person [n] 

PISHING GHIINPS PISH, to express contempt [v] 

PISHOGE EGHIOPS pishogue (evil spell) [n -S] 

PISMIRE EIIMPRS ant (small insect) [n -S] 

PISSANT AINPSST offensive word [n -S] 

PISSERS EIPRSSS PISSER, offensive word [n] 

PISSIER EIIPRSS PISSY, offensive word [adj] 

PISSING GIINPSS PISS, offensive word [v] 

PISSOIR IIOPRSS public urinal [n -S] 

PISTILS IILPSST PISTIL, seed-bearing organ of flowering plants [n] 

PISTOLE EILOPST formerly used European gold coin [n -S] 

PISTOLS ILOPSST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v] 

PISTONS INOPSST PISTON, part of engine [n] 

PISTOUS IOPSSTU PISTOU, sauce made of olive oil, garlic, basil, and often cheese [n] 

PITAPAT AAIPPTT to make repeated tapping sound [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PITAYAS AAIPSTY PITAYA, pitahaya (cactus of southwestern U.S. and Mexico) [n] 

PITCHED CDEHIPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITCHER CEHIPRT container for holding and pouring liquids [n -S] 

PITCHES CEHIPST PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITEOUS EIOPSTU pitiful (arousing pity) [adj] 

PITFALL AFILLPT hidden danger or difficulty [n -S] 

PITHEAD ADEHIPT mine entrance [n -S] 

PITHIER EHIIPRT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj] 

PITHILY HIILPTY PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adv] 

PITHING GHIINPT PITH, to sever spinal cord of [v] 

PITIERS EIIPRST PITIER, one that pities (to feel pity (sorrow aroused by another's misfortune)) [n] 
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PITIFUL FIILPTU arousing pity [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

PITMANS AIMNPST PITMAN, connecting rod [n] 

PITSAWS AIPSSTW PITSAW, large saw for cutting logs [n] 

PITTING GIINPTT arrangement of cavities or depressions [n -S] / PIT, to mark with cavities or depressions [v] 

PITYING GIINPTY PITY, to feel pity (sorrow aroused by another's misfortune) [v] 

PIVOTAL AILOPTV critically important [adj] 

PIVOTED DEIOPTV PIVOT, to turn on shaft or rod [v] 

PIXYISH HIIPSXY PIXY, playfully mischievous fairy or elf [adj] 

PIZAZZY AIPYZZZ having pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [adj] 

PIZZAZZ AIPZZZZ verve, energy, liveliness [n -ES] 

PIZZLES EILPSZZ PIZZLE, penis of animal [n] 

PLACARD AACDLPR to publicize by means of posters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLACATE AACELPT to soothe or mollify [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PLACEBO ABCELOP substance containing no medication that is given for its psychological effect [n -ES, -S] 

PLACERS ACELPRS PLACER, one that places (to set in particular position) [n] 

PLACETS ACELPST PLACET, vote of assent [n] 

PLACING ACGILNP PLACE, to set in particular position [v] / state of being ranked in race [n -S] 

PLACKET ACEKLPT slit in garment [n -S] 

PLACOID ACDILOP fish having platelike scales [n -S] 

PLAFOND ADFLNOP elaborately decorated ceiling [n -S] 

PLAGUED ADEGLPU PLAGUE, to harass or torment [v] 

PLAGUER AEGLPRU one that plagues (to harass or torment) [n -S] 

PLAGUES AEGLPSU PLAGUE, to harass or torment [v] 

PLAGUEY AEGLPUY plaguy (troublesome) [adj] 

PLAICES ACEILPS PLAICE, European flatfish [n] 

PLAIDED ADDEILP PLAID, woolen scarf of checkered pattern [adj] 

PLAINED ADEILNP PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLAINLY AILLNPY PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adv] 

PLAINTS AILNPST PLAINT, complaint [n] 

PLAITED ADEILPT PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

PLAITER AEILPRT one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n -S] 

PLANATE AAELNPT having flat surface [adj] 

PLANCHE ACEHLNP planch (plank) [n -S] 

PLANERS AELNPRS PLANER, one that planes (to make smooth or even) [n] 

PLANETS AELNPST PLANET, celestial body [n] 

PLANING AGILNNP PLANE, to make smooth or even [v] 

PLANISH AHILNPS to toughen and smooth by hammering lightly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PLANKED ADEKLNP PLANK, to cover with planks (long, flat pieces of lumber) [v] 

PLANNED ADELNNP PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end) [v] 

PLANNER AELNNPR one that plans (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [n -S] 

PLANTAR AALNPRT pertaining to sole of foot [adj] 

PLANTED ADELNPT PLANT, to place in ground for growing [v] 

PLANTER AELNPRT one that plants (to place in ground for growing) [n -S] 

PLANULA AALLNPU free-swimming larva of certain organisms [n -E] 

PLAQUES AELPQSU PLAQUE, ornamental plate or disk [n] 

PLASHED ADEHLPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 
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PLASHER AEHLPRS one that plashes (to weave together) [n -S] 

PLASHES AEHLPSS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLASMAS AALMPSS PLASMA, liquid part of blood [n] 

PLASMIC ACILMPS PLASMA, liquid part of blood [adj] 

PLASMID ADILMPS hereditary structure of cell [n -S] 

PLASMIN AILMNPS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PLASMON ALMNOPS determinant of inheritance believed to exist in cells [n -S] 

PLASTER AELPRST to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLASTIC ACILPST any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials [n -S] 

PLASTID ADILPST structure in plant cells [n -S] 

PLATANE AAELNPT platan (large tree) [n -S] 

PLATANS AALNPST PLATAN, large tree [n] 

PLATEAU AAELPTU level stretch of elevated land [n -S, -X] / to reach period or condition of stability [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLATENS AELNPST PLATEN, roller of typewriter [n] 

PLATERS AELPRST PLATER, one that plates (to coat with thin layer of metal) [n] 

PLATIER AEILPRT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLATIES AEILPST PLATY, small tropical fish [n] 

PLATINA AAILNPT platinum (metallic element) [n -S] 

PLATING AGILNPT PLATE, to coat with thin layer of metal [v] / thin layer of metal [n -S] 

PLATOON ALNOOPT to alternate with another player at same position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLATTED ADELPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v] 

PLATTER AELPRTT large, shallow dish [n -S] 

PLATYPI AILPPTY PLATYPUS, aquatic mammal [n] 

PLAUDIT ADILPTU expression of praise [n -S] 

PLAYACT AACLPTY to take part in theatrical performance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYBOY ABLOPYY man devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S] 

PLAYDAY AADLPYY holiday [n -S] 

PLAYERS AELPRSY PLAYER, one that plays (to engage in amusement or sport) [n] 

PLAYFUL AFLLPUY frolicsome [adj] 

PLAYING AGILNPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [v] 

PLAYLET AELLPTY short theatrical performance [n -S] 

PLAYOFF AFFLOPY series of games played to determine championship [n -S] 

PLAYPEN AELNPPY enclosure in which young child may play [n -S] 

PLAYSET AELPSTY outdoor apparatus having equipment for children's activities [n -S] 

PLEADED ADDEELP PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

PLEADER ADEELPR one that pleads (to ask for earnestly) [n -S] 

PLEASED ADEELPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASER AEELPRS one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n -S] 

PLEASES AEELPSS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEATED ADEELPT PLEAT, to fold in even manner [v] 

PLEATER AEELPRT one that pleats (to fold in even manner) [n -S] 

PLECTRA ACELPRT PLECTRON, plectrum [n] / PLECTRUM, implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument [n] 

PLEDGED DDEEGLP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PLEDGER DEEGLPR one that pledges something [n -S] 

PLEDGES DEEGLPS PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGET DEEGLPT pad of absorbent cotton [n -S] 
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PLEDGOR DEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

PLEIADS ADEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

PLENARY AELNPRY session attended by all members [n -RIES] 

PLENISH EHILNPS to fill up [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PLENISM EILMNPS doctrine that space is fully occupied by matter [n -S] 

PLENIST EILNPST advocate of plenism [n -S] 

PLENUMS ELMNPSU PLENUM, space considered as fully occupied by matter [n] 

PLEONAL AELLNOP PLEON, abdomen of crustacean [adj] 

PLEONIC CEILNOP PLEON, abdomen of crustacean [adj] 

PLEOPOD DELOOPP appendage of crustaceans [n -S] 

PLEROMA AELMOPR fullness of divine powers [n -S] 

PLESSOR ELOPRSS plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n -S] 

PLEURAE AEELPRU PLEURA, PLEURON, part of thoracic segment of insect [n] 

PLEURAL AELLPRU PLEURA, PLEURON, part of thoracic segment of insect [adj] 

PLEURAS AELPRSU PLEURA, PLEURON, part of thoracic segment of insect [n] 

PLEURON ELNOPRU part of thoracic segment of insect [n -RA] 

PLEXORS ELOPRSX PLEXOR, small, hammer-like medical instrument [n] 

PLIABLE ABEILLP easily bent [adj] 

PLIABLY ABILLPY PLIABLE, easily bent [adv] 

PLIANCY ACILNPY quality of being pliant (easily bent) [n -CIES] 

PLICATE ACEILPT pleated [adj] 

PLIGHTS GHILPST PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

PLIMSOL ILLMOPS plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n -S] 

PLINKED DEIKLNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

PLINKER EIKLNPR one that plinks (to shoot at random targets) [n -S] 

PLINTHS HILNPST PLINTH, stone or slab upon which column or pedestal rests [n] 

PLISKIE EIIKLPS practical joke [n -S] 

PLISSES EILPSSS PLISSE, puckered texture of cloth [n] 

PLODDED DDDELOP PLOD, to walk heavily [v] 

PLODDER DDELOPR one that plods (to walk heavily) [n -S] 

PLONKED DEKLNOP PLONK, to plunk (to fall or drop heavily) [v] 

PLONKER EKLNOPR stupid person [n -S] 

PLOPPED DELOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

PLOSION ILNOOPS release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n -S] 

PLOSIVE EILOPSV sound produced by plosion [n -S] 

PLOTTED DELOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly [v] 

PLOTTER ELOPRTT one that plots (to plan secretly) [n -S] 

PLOTZED DELOPTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 

PLOTZES ELOPSTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 

PLOUGHS GHLOPSU PLOUGH, to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [v] 

PLOVERS ELOPRSV PLOVER, shore bird [n] 

PLOWBOY BLOOPWY boy who leads plow team [n -S] 

PLOWERS ELOPRSW PLOWER, one that plows (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [n] 

PLOWING GILNOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [v] 

PLOWMAN ALMNOPW man who plows [n -MEN] 

PLOWMEN ELMNOPW PLOWMAN, man who plows [n] 

PLOYING GILNOPY PLOY, to move from line into column [v] 
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PLUCKED CDEKLPU PLUCK, to pull out or off [v] 

PLUCKER CEKLPRU one that plucks (to pull out or off) [n -S] 

PLUGGED DEGGLPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUGGER EGGLPRU one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n -S] 

PLUGOLA AGLLOPU free incidental advertising on radio or television [n -S] 

PLUMAGE AEGLMPU feathers of bird [n -S] 

PLUMATE AELMPTU resembling feather [adj] 

PLUMBED BDELMPU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMBER BELMPRU one who installs and repairs plumbing [n -S] 

PLUMBIC BCILMPU containing lead [adj] 

PLUMBUM BLMMPUU lead [n -S] 

PLUMERY ELMPRUY feathers of bird [n -RIES] 

PLUMIER EILMPRU PLUMY, covered with feathers [adj] 

PLUMING GILMNPU PLUME, to cover with feathers [v] 

PLUMMER ELMMPRU PLUM, highly desirable [adj] 

PLUMMET ELMMPTU to drop straight down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLUMOSE ELMOPSU having feathers [adj] 

PLUMPED DELMPPU PLUMP, to make plump [v] 

PLUMPEN ELMNPPU to plump (to make plump) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLUMPER ELMPPRU heavy fall [n -S] / PLUMP, well-rounded and full in form [adj] 

PLUMPLY LLMPPUY in plump (well-rounded and full in form) way [adv] 

PLUMULE ELLMPUU primary bud of plant embryo [n -S] 

PLUNDER DELNPRU to rob of goods by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLUNGED DEGLNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUNGER EGLNPRU one that plunges (to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something) [n -S] 

PLUNGES EGLNPSU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUNKED DEKLNPU PLUNK, to fall or drop heavily [v] 

PLUNKER EKLNPRU one that plunks (to fall or drop heavily) [n -S] 

PLURALS ALLPRSU PLURAL, word that expresses more than one [n] 

PLUSHED DEHLPSU showily luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHER EHLPRSU PLUSH, luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHES EHLPSSU PLUSH, fabric with long pile [n] 

PLUSHLY HLLPSUY PLUSH, luxurious [adv] 

PLUSSES ELPSSSU PLUS, additional quantity [n] 

PLUTEUS ELPSTUU larva of sea urchin [n -EI] 

PLUTONS LNOPSTU PLUTON, formation of igneous rock [n] 

PLUVIAL AILLPUV prolonged period of wet climate [n -S] 

PLUVIAN AILNPUV characterized by much rain [adj] 

PLYWOOD DLOOPWY building material [n -S] 

PNEUMAS AEMNPSU PNEUMA, soul or spirit [n] 

POACHED ACDEHOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POACHER ACEHOPR one that poaches (to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish) [n -S] 

POACHES ACEHOPS POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POBLANO ABLNOOP mild, dark-green chili pepper [n -S] 

POCHARD ACDHOPR sea duck [n -S] 

POCKETS CEKOPST POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v] 

POCKIER CEIKOPR POCKY, covered with pocks [adj] 
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POCKILY CIKLOPY POCKY, covered with pocks [adv] 

POCKING CGIKNOP POCK, to mark with pocks (pustules caused by eruptive disease) [v] 

POCOSEN CENOOPS pocosin (upland swamp) [n -S] 

POCOSIN CINOOPS upland swamp [n -S] 

POCOSON CNOOOPS pocosin (upland swamp) [n -S] 

PODAGRA AADGOPR gout in foot [n -S] 

PODCAST ACDOPST to make program available in digital format for download over Internet [v PODCAST, -ED, -ING, -S] 

PODDING DDGINOP POD, to produce seed vessels [v] 

PODESTA ADEOPST Italian magistrate [n -S] 

PODGIER DEGIOPR PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adj] 

PODGILY DGILOPY PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adv] 

PODITES DEIOPST PODITE, limb segment of arthropod [n] 

PODITIC CDIIOPT PODITE, limb segment of arthropod [adj] 

PODIUMS DIMOPSU PODIUM, small platform [n] 

PODLIKE DEIKLOP resembling pod (seed vessel) [adj] 

PODSOLS DLOOPSS PODSOL, podzol (infertile soil) [n] 

PODUNKS DKNOPSU PODUNK, small, unimportant town [n] 

PODZOLS DLOOPSZ PODZOL, infertile soil [n] 

POESIES EEIOPSS POESY, poetry (literary work in metrical form) [n] 

POETESS EEOPSST female poet [n -ES] 

POETICS CEIOPST poetic theory or practice [n POETICS] 

POETISE EEIOPST to poetize (to write poetry) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POETIZE EEIOPTZ to write poetry [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POGOING GGINOOP POGO, to jump up and down as if on pogo stick [v] 

POGONIA AGINOOP small orchid [n -S] 

POGONIP GINOOPP dense fog of suspended ice particles [n -S] 

POGROMS GMOOPRS POGROM, to massacre systematically [v] 

POINDED DDEINOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

POINTED DEINOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

POINTER EINOPRT one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n -S] 

POINTES EINOPST POINTE, ballet position [n] 

POISERS EIOPRSS POISER, one that poises (to hold in state of equilibrium) [n] 

POISING GIINOPS POISE, to hold in state of equilibrium [v] 

POISONS INOOPSS POISON, to administer harmful substance to [v] 

POITREL EILOPRT peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

POKABLE ABEKLOP POKE, to push or prod [adj] 

POKIEST EIKOPST POKY, slow (moving with little speed) [adj] 

POLARON ALNOOPR type of electron (elementary particle) [n -S] 

POLDERS DELOPRS POLDER, tract of low land reclaimed from body of water [n] 

POLEAXE AEELOPX to poleax (to strike with axlike weapon) [v -D, -XING, -S] 

POLECAT ACELOPT carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

POLEMIC CEILMOP controversial argument [n -S] 

POLENTA AELNOPT thick mush of cornmeal [n -S] 

POLEYNS ELNOPSY POLEYN, protective piece of leather for knee [n] 

POLICED CDEILOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLICER CEILOPR one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n -S] 

POLICES CEILOPS POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 
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POLITER EILOPRT POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

POLITIC CIILOPT shrewd (having keen insight) [adj] 

POLKAED ADEKLOP POLKA, to perform lively dance [v] 

POLLACK ACKLLOP marine food fish [n -S] 

POLLARD ADLLOPR to cut top branches of tree back to trunk [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POLLEES EELLOPS POLLEE, one who is polled [n] 

POLLENS ELLNOPS POLLEN, to convey pollen (fertilizing element in seed plant) to [v] 

POLLERS ELLOPRS POLLER, one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion) [n] 

POLLING GILLNOP POLL, to question for purpose of surveying public opinion [v] / registering or casting of votes [n -S] 

POLLIST ILLOPST poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n -S] 

POLLOCK CKLLOOP pollack (marine food fish) [n -S] 

POLLUTE ELLOPTU to make unclean or impure [v -D, -TING, -S] 

POLOIST ILOOPST polo player [n -S] 

POLYBAG ABGLOPY to place something in polyethylene bag [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

POLYCOT CLOOPTY type of plant [n -S] 

POLYENE EELNOPY chemical compound [n -S] 

POLYGON GLNOOPY closed plane figure bounded by straight lines [n -S] 

POLYMER ELMOPRY complex chemical compound [n -S]  

POLYNYA ALNOPYY area of open water surrounded by sea ice [n -S, -YI] 

POLYNYI ILNOPYY POLYNYA, area of open water surrounded by sea ice [n] 

POLYOLS LLOOPSY POLYOL, alcohol containing three or more hydroxyl groups [n] 

POLYOMA ALMOOPY type of virus (any of class of submicroscopic pathogens) [n -S] 

POLYPED DELOPPY something having many legs [n -S] 

POLYPOD DLOOPPY many-footed organism [n -S] 

POLYPUS LOPPSUY growth protruding from mucous lining of organ [n -PI, -ES] 

POMACES ACEMOPS POMACE, pulpy residue of crushed fruits [n] 

POMADED ADDEMOP POMADE, to apply perfumed hair dressing to [v] 

POMADES ADEMOPS POMADE, to apply perfumed hair dressing to [v] 

POMATUM AMMOPTU perfumed hair dressing [n -S] 

POMELOS ELMOOPS POMELO, grapefruit [n] 

POMFRET EFMOPRT marine fish [n -S] 

POMMELS ELMMOPS POMMEL, to strike with fists [v] 

POMPANO AMNOOPP marine food fish [n -S] 

POMPOMS MMOOPPS POMPOM, antiaircraft cannon [n] 

POMPONS MNOOPPS POMPON, ornamental tuft or ball [n] 

POMPOUS MOOPPSU marked by exaggerated self-importance [adj] 

PONCHOS CHNOOPS PONCHO, type of cloak [n] 

PONCING CGINNOP PONCE, to pimp (to solicit clients for prostitute) [v] 

PONDERS DENOPRS PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

PONDING DGINNOP POND, to collect into pond (small body of water) [v] 

PONGALS AGLNOPS PONGAL, dish of cooked rice in Tamil-speaking India [n] 

PONGEES EEGNOPS PONGEE, type of silk [n] 

PONGIDS DGINOPS PONGID, anthropoid ape [n] 

PONGIER EGINOPR PONGY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

PONGING GGINNOP PONG, to stink (to emit foul odor) [v] 

PONIARD ADINOPR to stab with dagger [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PONTIFF FFINOPT pope or bishop [n -S] 
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PONTILS ILNOPST PONTIL, punty (iron rod used in glassmaking) [n] 

PONTINE EINNOPT pertaining to bridges [adj] 

PONTONS NNOOPST PONTON, pontoon [n] 

PONTOON NNOOOPT to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PONYING GINNOPY PONY, to prepare lessons with aid of literal translation [v] 

POOBAHS ABHOOPS POOBAH, influential person [n] 

POOCHED CDEHOOP POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POOCHES CEHOOPS POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POODLES DELOOPS POODLE, heavy-coated dog [n] 

POOHING GHINOOP POOH, to express contempt for [v] 

POOLERS ELOOPRS POOLER, one that pools (to combine in common fund) [n] 

POOLING GILNOOP POOL, to combine in common fund [v] 

POOPIER EIOOPPR POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

POOPING GINOOPP POOP, to tire out [v] 

POOREST EOOPRST POOR, lacking means of support [adj] 

POORISH HIOOPRS somewhat poor (lacking means of support) [adj] 

POPCORN CNOOPPR variety of corn [n -S] 

POPEDOM DEMOOPP office of pope (head of Roman Catholic Church) [n -S] 

POPEYED DEEOPPY having bulging eyes [adj] 

POPGUNS GNOPPSU POPGUN, toy gun [n] 

POPLARS ALOPPRS POPLAR, fast-growing tree [n] 

POPLINS ILNOPPS POPLIN, durable fabric [n] 

POPOUTS OOPPSTU POPOUT, type of out in baseball [n] 

POPOVER EOOPPRV very light egg muffin [n -S] 

POPPERS EOPPPRS POPPER, one that pops (to make sharp, explosive sound) [n] 

POPPETS EOPPPST POPPET, mechanical valve [n] 

POPPIED DEIOPPP covered with poppies (flowering plant) [adj] 

POPPIER EIOPPPR POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj] 

POPPIES EIOPPPS POPPY, flowering plant [n] 

POPPING GINOPPP POP, to make sharp, explosive sound [v] 

POPPLED DELOPPP POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

POPPLES ELOPPPS POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

POPSIES EIOPPSS POPSIE, popsy (girlfriend) [n] / POPSY [n] 

POPSTER EOPPRST pop musician [n -S] 

POPULAR ALOPPRU liked by many people [adj] 

PORCHED CDEHOPR PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [adj] 

PORCHES CEHOPRS PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [n] 

PORCINE CEINOPR pertaining to swine (contemptible person) [adj] 

PORCINI CIINOPR PORCINO, porcini [n] / edible mushroom [n -S] 

PORCINO CINOOPR porcini (porcino) [n -NI] 

PORGIES EGIOPRS PORGY, marine food fish [n] 

PORISMS IMOPRSS PORISM, type of mathematical proposition [n] 

PORKERS EKOPRRS PORKER, pig [n] 

PORKIER EIKOPRR PORKY, resembling pork [adj] 

PORKIES EIKOPRS PORKY, porcupine [n] 

PORKING GIKNOPR PORK, to eat ravenously [v] 

PORKPIE EIKOPPR man's hat [n -S] 
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PORNIER EINOPRR PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

PORRECT CEOPRRT extended forward [adj] 

PORTAGE AEGOPRT to transport from one navigable waterway to another [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PORTALS ALOPRST PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance [n] 

PORTEND DENOPRT to serve as omen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PORTENT ENOPRTT omen [n -S] 

PORTERS EOPRRST PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v] 

PORTICO CIOOPRT type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n -ES, -S] 

PORTING GINOPRT PORT, to shift to left side [v] 

PORTION INOOPRT to divide into shares for distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PORTRAY AOPRRTY to represent pictorially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSABLE ABELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POSADAS AADOPSS POSADA, inn [n] 

POSEURS EOPRSSU POSEUR, affected or insincere person [n] 

POSHEST EHOPSST POSH, stylish or elegant [adj] 

POSIEST EIOPSST POSEY, pretentious [adj] 

POSITED DEIOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

POSOLES ELOOPSS POSOLE, thick soup made of pork, corn, garlic, and chili [n] 

POSSESS EOPSSSS to have as property [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

POSSETS EOPSSST POSSET, hot, spiced drink [n] 

POSSUMS MOPSSSU POSSUM, opossum (arboreal mammal) [n] 

POSTAGE AEGOPST charge for mailing item [n -S] 

POSTALS ALOPSST POSTAL, postcard (card for use in mail) [n] 

POSTBAG ABGOPST mailbag (bag for carrying mail (postal material)) [n -S] 

POSTBOX BOOPSTX mailbox (box for depositing mail) [n -ES] 

POSTBOY BOOPSTY boy who carries mail [n -S] 

POSTDOC CDOOPST one engaged in postdoctoral study [n -S] 

POSTEEN EENOPST Afghan outer garment [n -S] 

POSTERN ENOPRST rear door or gate [n -S] 

POSTERS EOPRSST POSTER, to affix public notices on [v] 

POSTFIX FIOPSTX to affix at end of something [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

POSTIES EIOPSST POSTIE, letter carrier [n] 

POSTING GINOPST act of transferring to ledger [n -S] / POST, to affix in public place [v] 

POSTINS INOPSST POSTIN, posteen (Afghan outer garment) [n] 

POSTMAN AMNOPST mailman (man who carries and delivers mail) [n -MEN] 

POSTMEN EMNOPST POSTMAN, mailman (man who carries and delivers mail) [n] 

POSTOPS OOPPSST POSTOP, patient after undergoing surgical operation [n] 

POSTTAX AOPSTTX remaining after taxes [adj] 

POSTURE EOPRSTU to assume particular position [v -D, -RING, -S] 

POSTWAR AOPRSTW occurring or existing after war [adj] 

POTABLE ABELOPT liquid suitable for drinking [n -S] 

POTAGES AEGOPST POTAGE, thick soup [n] 

POTAMIC ACIMOPT pertaining to rivers (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

POTBOIL BILOOPT to produce inferior literary or artistic work [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POTBOYS BOOPSTY POTBOY, boy who serves customers in tavern [n] 

POTEENS EENOPST POTEEN, Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully [n] 

POTENCE CEENOPT potency (quality of being potent (powerful (possessing great force))) [n -S] 
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POTENCY CENOPTY quality of being potent (powerful (possessing great force)) [n -CIES] 

POTFULS FLOPSTU POTFUL, as much as pot can hold [n] 

POTHEAD ADEHOPT one who smokes marijuana [n -S] 

POTHEEN EEHNOPT poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n -S] 

POTHERB BEHOPRT any herb used as food or seasoning [n -S]  

POTHERS EHOPRST POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

POTHOLE EHLOOPT deep hole in road [n -S]  

POTHOOK HKOOOPT hook for lifting or hanging pots [n -S] 

POTICHE CEHIOPT type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S] 

POTIONS INOOPST POTION, magical or medicinal drink [n] 

POTLACH ACHLOPT ceremonial feast [n -ES] 

POTLIKE EIKLOPT resembling pot [adj] 

POTLINE EILNOPT row of electrolytic cells [n -S] 

POTLUCK CKLOPTU food which is incidentally available [n -S] 

POTPIES EIOPPST POTPIE, deep-dish pie containing meat and vegetables [n] 

POTSHOT HOOPSTT to shoot randomly at [v POTSHOT, -TTING, -S] 

POTSIES EIOPSST POTSIE, potsy (children's game) [n] / POTSY [n] 

POTTAGE AEGOPTT thick soup [n -S] 

POTTEEN EENOPTT poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n -S] 

POTTERS EOPRSTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

POTTERY EOPRTTY ware molded from clay and hardened by heat [n -RIES] 

POTTIER EIOPRTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

POTTIES EIOPSTT POTTY, small toilet seat [n] 

POTTING GINOPTT POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container) [v] 

POTTLES ELOPSTT POTTLE, drinking vessel [n] 

POTZERS EOPRSTZ POTZER, patzer (inept chess player) [n] 

POUCHED CDEHOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

POUCHES CEHOPSU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

POUFFED DEFFOPU POUFF, pouf (loose roll of hair) [adj] 

POUFFES EFFOPSU POUFFE, pouf (loose roll of hair) [n] 

POULARD ADLOPRU spayed hen [n -S] 

POULTER ELOPRTU one that deals in poultry [n -S] 

POULTRY LOPRTUY domestic fowls kept for eggs or meat [n -RIES] 

POUNCED CDENOPU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

POUNCER CENOPRU one that pounces (to make sudden assault or approach) [n -S] 

POUNCES CENOPSU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

POUNDAL ADLNOPU unit of force [n -S] 

POUNDED DDENOPU POUND, to strike heavily and repeatedly [v] 

POUNDER DENOPRU one that pounds (to strike heavily and repeatedly) [n -S] 

POURERS EOPRRSU POURER, one that pours (to cause to flow) [n] 

POURING GINOPRU POUR, to cause to flow [v] 

POUSSIE EIOPSSU pussy (cat) [n -S] 

POUTERS EOPRSTU POUTER, one that pouts (to protrude lips in ill humor) [n] 

POUTFUL FLOPTUU pouty (tending to pout) (to protrude lips in ill humor) [adj] 

POUTIER EIOPRTU POUTY, tending to pout (to protrude lips in ill humor) [adj] 

POUTINE EINOPTU dish of french fries and cheese curds topped with gravy [n -S] 

POUTING GINOPTU POUT, to protrude lips in ill humor [v] 
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POVERTY EOPRTVY state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -TIES] 

POWDERS DEOPRSW POWDER, to reduce to powder (matter in finely divided state) [v] 

POWDERY DEOPRWY resembling powder [adj] 

POWERED DEEOPRW POWER, to provide with means of propulsion [v] 

POWTERS EOPRSTW POWTER, domestic pigeon [n] 

POWWOWS OOPSWWW POWWOW, to hold conference [v] 

POXIEST EIOPSTX POXY, afflicted with pox [adj] 

POZOLES ELOOPSZ POZOLE, posole (thick soup made of pork, corn, garlic, and chili) [n] 

PRACTIC ACCIPRT practical [adj] 

PRAETOR AEOPRRT ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

PRAIRIE AEIIPRR tract of grassland [n -S] 

PRAISED ADEIPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PRAISER AEIPRRS one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n -S] 

PRAISES AEIPRSS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PRAJNAS AAJNPRS PRAJNA, ultimate knowledge in Buddhism and Hinduism [n] 

PRALINE AEILNPR confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n -S] 

PRANCED ACDENPR PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRANCER ACENPRR one that prances (to spring forward on hind legs) [n -S] 

PRANCES ACENPRS PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRANGED ADEGNPR PRANG, to cause to crash [v] 

PRANKED ADEKNPR PRANK, to adorn gaudily [v] 

PRATERS AEPRRST PRATER, one that prates (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n] 

PRATIES AEIPRST PRATIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

PRATING AGINPRT PRATE, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

PRATTLE AELPRTT to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PRAWNED ADENPRW PRAWN, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish) [v] 

PRAWNER AENPRRW one that prawns (to fish for prawns (edible shellfish)) [n -S] 

PRAYERS AEPRRSY PRAYER, devout petition to deity [n] 

PRAYING AGINPRY PRAY, to address prayers to [v] 

PREACHY ACEHPRY tending to preach [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

PREACTS ACEPRST PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PREAGED ADEEGPR previously aged [adj] 

PREAMPS AEMPPRS PREAMP, amplifier (device for amplifying) [n] 

PREANAL AAELNPR situated in front of anus [adj] 

PREARMS AEMPRRS PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

PREAVER AEEPRRV to aver or assert beforehand [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

PREBADE ABDEEPR PREBID, to bid beforehand [v] 

PREBAKE ABEEKPR to bake beforehand [v -D, -KING, -S] 

PREBEND BDEENPR clergyman's stipend [n -S] 

PREBIDS BDEIPRS PREBID, to bid beforehand [v] 

PREBILL BEILLPR to bill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBIND BDEINPR to bind beforehand [v -BOUND, -ING, -S] 

PREBOIL BEILOPR to boil beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBOOK BEKOOPR to book beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBOOM BEMOOPR preceding sudden expansion of business [adj] 

PREBUYS BEPRSUY PREBUY, to buy beforehand [v] 

PRECAST ACEPRST to cast before placing into position [v PRECAST, -ING, -S] 
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PRECAVA AACEPRV vein in higher vertebrates [n -E] 

PRECEDE CDEEEPR to go before [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRECENT CEENPRT to lead church choir in singing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECEPT CEEPPRT rule of conduct [n -S] 

PRECESS CEEPRSS to rotate with complex motion [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRECIPE CEEIPPR praecipe (legal writ) [n -S] 

PRECIPS CEIPPRS PRECIP, precipitation [n] 

PRECISE CEEIPRS sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj -R, -ST] 

PRECODE CDEEOPR to code beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRECOOK CEKOOPR to cook beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECOOL CELOOPR to cool beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECOUP CEOPPRU preceding coup [adj] 

PRECURE CEEPRRU to cure beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRECUTS CEPRSTU PRECUT, to cut beforehand [v] 

PREDATE ADEEPRT to date before actual or specified time [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PREDAWN ADENPRW time just before dawn [n -S] 

PREDIAL ADEILPR praedial (pertaining to land) [adj] 

PREDICT CDEIPRT to tell of or about in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREDIVE DEEIPRV preceding dive [adj] 

PREDUSK DEKPRSU time just before dusk [n -S] 

PREEDIT DEEIPRT to edit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEING EEGINPR PREE, to test by tasting [v] 

PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S] 

PREEMPT EEMPPRT to acquire by prior right [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREENED DEEENPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 

PREENER EEENPRR one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n -S] 

PREFABS ABEFPRS PREFAB, to construct beforehand [v] 

PREFACE ACEEFPR to provide with introductory statement [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREFADE ADEEFPR to fade beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PREFECT CEEFPRT ancient Roman official [n -S] 

PREFERS EEFPRRS PREFER, to hold in higher regard or esteem [v] 

PREFILE EEFILPR to file beforehand [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PREFIRE EEFIPRR to fire beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PREFORM EFMOPRR to form beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFUND DEFNPRU to fund beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREGAME AEEGMPR to consume alcohol before game [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PREHEAT AEEHPRT to heat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRELACY ACELPRY office of prelate (high-ranking clergyman) [n -CIES] 

PRELATE AEELPRT high-ranking clergyman [n -S]  

PRELECT CEELPRT to lecture (to expound on specific subject) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRELIFE EEFILPR life conceived as lived before one's earthly life [n -IVES] 

PRELIMS EILMPRS PRELIM, preliminary match [n] 

PRELOAD ADELOPR to load beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRELUDE DEELPRU to play musical introduction [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PREMADE ADEEMPR made beforehand [adj] 

PREMADE ADEEMPR PREMAKE, to make in advance [v] 

PREMAKE AEEKMPR to make in advance [v -ADE, -KING, -S]  
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PREMEAL AEELMPR preceding meal (food served and eaten in one sitting) [adj] 

PREMEDS DEEMPRS PREMED, student preparing for study of medicine [n] 

PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj] 

PREMIER EEIMPRR prime minister [n -S] 

PREMIES EEIMPRS PREMIE, preemie (infant born prematurely) [n] 

PREMISE EEIMPRS to state in advance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PREMISS EIMPRSS proposition in logic [n -ES] 

PREMIUM EIMMPRU additional payment [n -S] 

PREMIXT EIMPRTX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PREMOLD DELMOPR to mold beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREMOLT ELMOPRT preceding molt [adj] 

PREMUNE EEMNPRU resistant to disease [adj] 

PRENAME AEEMNPR forename (first name) [n -S] 

PRENOON ENNOOPR preceding noon (midday (middle of day)) [adj] 

PRENUPS ENPPRSU PRENUP, agreement made by couple before they marry [n] 

PREORAL AELOPRR situated in front of mouth [adj] 

PREPACK ACEKPPR to package before retail distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPAID ADEIPPR PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

PREPARE AEEPPRR to put in proper condition or readiness [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PREPAVE AEEPPRV to pave beforehand [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PREPAYS AEPPRSY PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

PREPILL EILLPPR preceding development of contraceptive pill [adj] 

PREPLAN AELNPPR to plan in advance [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

PREPOSE EEOPPRS to place something in front of another [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PREPPED DEEPPPR PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 

PREPPIE EEIPPPR one who preps [n -S] 

PREPREG EEGPPRR reinforcing material already impregnated with synthetic resin [n -S] 

PREPUCE CEEPPRU fold of skin covering penis [n -S] 

PREPUPA AEPPPRU stage preceding pupa [n -E, -S] 

PREQUEL EELPQRU book whose story precedes that of earlier work [n -S] 

PRERACE ACEEPRR preceding race [adj] 

PRERIOT EIOPRRT preceding riot [adj] 

PREROCK CEKOPRR preceding development of rock music [adj] 

PRESAGE AEEGPRS to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRESALE AEELPRS sale in advance [n -S] 

PRESELL EELLPRS to promote product not yet being sold to public [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

PRESENT EENPRST to bring into presence of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESETS EEPRSST PRESET, to set beforehand [v] 

PRESHIP EHIPPRS to ship beforehand [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PRESHOW EHOPRSW to show beforehand [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

PRESIDE DEEIPRS to occupy position of authority [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRESIFT EFIPRST to sift beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESOAK AEKOPRS to soak beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESOLD DELOPRS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

PRESONG EGNOPRS preceding song (musical composition written or adapted for singing) [adj] 

PRESORT EOPRRST to sort beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESSED DEEPRSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 
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PRESSER EEPRRSS one that presses (to act upon with steady force) [n -S] 

PRESSES EEPRSSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PRESSOR EOPRRSS substance that raises blood pressure [n -S] 

PRESTER EEPRRST priest [n -S] 

PRESTOS EOPRSST PRESTO, musical passage played in rapid tempo [n] 

PRESUME EEMPRSU to take for granted [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PRETAPE AEEPPRT to tape beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

PRETEEN EEENPRT child under age of thirteen [n -S] 

PRETELL EELLPRT to tell beforehand [v -TOLD, -ING, -S] 

PRETEND DEENPRT to assume or display false appearance of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETERM EEMPRRT child born prematurely [n -S] 

PRETEST EEPRSTT to give preliminary test to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETEXT EEPRTTX to allege as excuse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETOLD DELOPRT PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

PRETORS EOPRRST PRETOR, praetor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n] 

PRETRIM EIMPRRT to trim beforehand [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

PRETYPE EEPPRTY to type beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

PRETZEL EELPRTZ to contort (to twist out of shape) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

PREVAIL AEILPRV to triumph (to be victorious) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREVENT EENPRTV to keep from happening [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREVERB BEEPRRV prefix or particle preceding root of verb [n -S] 

PREVIEW EEIPRVW to view or exhibit in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREVISE EEIPRSV to foresee (to see in advance) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PREVUED DEEPRUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

PREVUES EEPRSUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

PREWARM AEMPRRW to warm beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWARN AENPRRW to warn in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWASH AEHPRSW to wash beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PREWIRE EEIPRRW to wire beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PREWORK EKOPRRW to work beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWORN ENOPRRW previously worn by someone [adj] 

PREWRAP AEPPRRW to wrap beforehand [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PREXIES EEIPRSX PREXY, president [n] 

PREYERS EEPRRSY PREYER, one that preys (to seize and devour animals for food) [n] 

PREYING EGINPRY PREY, to seize and devour animals for food [v] 

PREZZIE EEIPRZZ gift [n -S] 

PRIAPIC ACIIPPR phallic (pertaining to phallus (penis (male organ of copulation))) [adj] 

PRIAPUS AIPPRSU representation of phallus [n -PI, -ES] 

PRICERS CEIPRRS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

PRICIER CEIIPRR PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adj] / PRICEY [adj] 

PRICILY CIILPRY PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adv] 

PRICING CGIINPR PRICE, to set value on [v] 

PRICKED CDEIKPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

PRICKER CEIKPRR one that pricks (to puncture slightly) [n -S] 

PRICKET CEIKPRT spike for holding candle upright [n -S] 

PRICKLE CEIKLPR to prick (to puncture slightly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PRICKLY CIKLPRY having many sharp points [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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PRIDING DGIINPR PRIDE, to feel pride (feeling of self-esteem) [v] 

PRIESTS EIPRSST PRIEST, to ordain as priest (one authorized to perform religious rites) [v] 

PRIGGED DEGGIPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PRILLED DEILLPR PRILL, to convert into pellets [v] 

PRIMACY ACIMPRY state of being first [n -CIES] 

PRIMAGE AEGIMPR amount paid as addition to freight charges [n -S] 

PRIMARY AIMPRRY preliminary election [n -RIES] 

PRIMATE AEIMPRT any of advanced order of mammals [n -S] 

PRIMELY EILMPRY excellently (in excellent manner) [adv] 

PRIMERO EIMOPRR card game [n -S] 

PRIMERS EIMPRRS PRIMER, book that covers basics of subject [n] 

PRIMINE EIIMNPR outer covering of ovule [n -S] 

PRIMING GIIMNPR act of one that primes [n -S] / PRIME, to make ready [v] 

PRIMMED DEIMMPR PRIM, to give prim (formally precise or proper) expression to [v] 

PRIMMER EIMMPRR PRIM, formally precise or proper [adj] 

PRIMPED DEIMPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRIMSIE EIIMPRS prim (formally precise or proper) [adj] 

PRIMULA AILMPRU primrose (perennial herb) [n -S] 

PRINCES CEINPRS PRINCE, non-reigning male member of royal family [n] 

PRINCOX CINOPRX princock (coxcomb (conceited dandy)) [n -ES] 

PRINKED DEIKNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINKER EIKNPRR one that prinks (to dress or adorn in showy manner) [n -S] 

PRINTED DEINPRT PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface [v] 

PRINTER EINPRRT one that prints (to produce by pressed type on surface) [n -S] 

PRIORLY ILOPRRY previously (in previous (coming or occurring before in time or order) manner) [adv] 

PRISERE EEIPRRS succession of vegetational stages [n -S] 

PRISING GIINPRS PRISE, to raise or force with lever [v] 

PRISONS INOPRSS PRISON, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

PRISSED DEIPRSS PRISS, to act in prissy manner [v] 

PRISSES EIPRSSS PRISS, to act in prissy manner [v] 

PRITHEE EEHIPRT used to express wish or request [interj] 

PRIVACY ACIPRVY state of being private (not for public use or knowledge) [n -CIES] 

PRIVATE AEIPRTV soldier of lower rank [n -S] / not for public use or knowledge [adj -R, -ST] 

PRIVETS EIPRSTV PRIVET, ornamental shrub [n] 

PRIVIER EIIPRRV PRIVY, private (not for public use or knowledge) [adj] 

PRIVIES EIIPRSV PRIVY, outhouse (toilet housed in small structure) [n] 

PRIVILY IILPRVY PRIVY, private (not for public use or knowledge) [adv] 

PRIVITY IIPRTVY private knowledge [n -TIES] 

PRIZERS EIPRRSZ PRIZER, one who vies for reward [n] 

PRIZING GIINPRZ PRIZE, to value highly [v] 

PROBAND ABDNOPR one whose reactions or responses are studied [n -S] 

PROBANG ABGNOPR surgical rod [n -S] 

PROBATE ABEOPRT to establish validity of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROBERS BEOPRRS PROBER, one that probes (to investigate or examine thoroughly) [n] 

PROBING BGINOPR PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly [v] 

PROBITS BIOPRST PROBIT, unit of statistical probability [n] 

PROBITY BIOPRTY complete and confirmed integrity [n -TIES] 
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PROBLEM BELMOPR perplexing question or situation [n -S] 

PROCARP ACOPPRR female sexual organ in certain algae [n -S] 

PROCEED CDEEOPR to go forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROCESS CEOPRSS to treat or prepare by special method [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PROCTOR COOPRRT to supervise [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROCURE CEOPRRU to obtain by effort [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRODDED DDDEOPR PROD, to jab with something pointed [v] 

PRODDER DDEOPRR one that prods (to jab with something pointed) [n -S] 

PRODIGY DGIOPRY child having exceptional talent or ability [n -GIES] 

PRODRUG DGOPRRU inactive chemical substance that becomes active drug in body [n -S] 

PRODUCE CDEOPRU to bring into existence [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRODUCT CDOPRTU something produced by labor or effort [n -S] 

PROETTE EEOPRTT female professional athlete [n -S] 

PROFANE AEFNOPR to treat with irreverence or abuse [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PROFESS EFOPRSS to affirm openly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PROFFER EFFOPRR to present for acceptance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROFILE EFILOPR to draw outline of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PROFITS FIOPRST PROFIT, to gain advantage or benefit [v] 

PROFUSE EFOPRSU pouring forth generously [adj] 

PROGENY EGNOPRY descendant or offspring [n -NIES] 

PROGGED DEGGOPR PROG, to prowl about for food or plunder [v] 

PROGGER EGGOPRR one that progs (to prowl about for food or plunder) [n -S] 

PROGRAM AGMOPRR to arrange in plan of proceedings [v -ED, -MMED, -ING, -MMING, -S] 

PROJECT CEJOPRT to extend outward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROJETS EJOPRST PROJET, plan or outline [n] 

PROLANS ALNOPRS PROLAN, sex hormone [n] 

PROLATE AELOPRT extended lengthwise [adj] 

PROLEGS EGLOPRS PROLEG, abdominal leg of certain insect larvae [n] 

PROLINE EILNOPR amino acid [n -S] 

PROLOGS GLOOPRS PROLOG, to prologue (to preface (to provide with introductory statement)) [v] 

PROLONG GLNOOPR to lengthen in duration [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROMINE EIMNOPR substance that promotes growth [n -S] 

PROMISE EIMOPRS to make declaration of assurance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROMOED DEMOOPR PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v] 

PROMOTE EMOOPRT to contribute to progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROMPTS MOPPRST PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PRONATE AENOPRT to turn palm downward or backward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRONELY ELNOPRY PRONE, lying with front or face downward [adv] 

PRONEST ENOPRST PRONE, lying with front or face downward [adj] 

PRONGED DEGNOPR PRONG, to pierce with pointed projection [v] 

PRONOTA ANOOPRT PRONOTUM, hard outer plate of insect [n] 

PRONOUN NNOOPRU word that may be used in place of noun [n -S] 

PROOFED DEFOOPR PROOF, to examine for errors [v] 

PROOFER EFOOPRR one that proofs (to examine for errors) [n -S] 

PROPANE AENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 

PROPELS ELOPPRS PROPEL, to cause to move forward or onward [v] 

PROPEND DENOPPR to have tendency toward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PROPENE EENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 

PROPERS EOPPRRS PROPER, portion of Mass [n] 

PROPHET EHOPPRT one who predicts [n -S] 

PROPINE EINOPPR to offer as gift [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PROPJET EJOPPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

PROPMAN AMNOPPR man in charge of stage properties [n -MEN] 

PROPMEN EMNOPPR PROPMAN, man in charge of stage properties [n] 

PROPONE ENOOPPR to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PROPOSE EOOPPRS to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROPPED DEOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v] 

PROPRIA AIOPPRR PROPRIUM, attribute belonging inseparably to every member of species [n] 

PROPYLA ALOPPRY PROPYLON, entrance to temple [n] 

PROPYLS LOPPRSY PROPYL, univalent radical [n] 

PROPYNE ENOPPRY gaseous methyl acetylene [n -S] 

PRORATE AEOPRRT to divide proportionately [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROSAIC ACIOPRS pertaining to prose [adj] 

PROSECT CEOPRST to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSERS EOPRRSS PROSER, prosaist (writer of prose) [n] 

PROSIER EIOPRRS PROSY, prosaic (pertaining to prose) [adj] 

PROSIFY FIOPRSY to turn into prose [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PROSILY ILOPRSY in prosy (prosaic (pertaining to prose)) manner [adv] 

PROSING GINOPRS PROSE, to write prose (writing without metrical structure) [v] 

PROSODY DOOPRSY study of poetical forms [n -DIES] 

PROSOMA AMOOPRS anterior region of body of some invertebrates [n -S, -TA] 

PROSPER EOPPRRS to be successful or fortunate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSSES EOPRSSS PROSS, prostitute [n] 

PROSSIE EIOPRSS prostitute [n -S] 

PROSTIE EIOPRST prostitute [n -S] 

PROTEAN AENOPRT type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

PROTEAS AEOPRST PROTEA, evergreen shrub [n] 

PROTECT CEOPRTT to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTEGE EEGOPRT one whose career is promoted by influential person [n -S] 

PROTEID DEIOPRT protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

PROTEIN EINOPRT nitrogenous organic compound [n -S] 

PROTEND DENOPRT to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTEST EOPRSTT to express strong objection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTEUS EOPRSTU any of genus of aerobic bacteria [n -EI] / one that readily changes his appearance or principles [n -EI, -ES] 

PROTIST IOPRSTT any of group of unicellular organisms [n -S] 

PROTIUM IMOPRTU isotope of hydrogen [n -S] 

PROTONS NOOPRST PROTON, subatomic particle [n] 

PROTYLE ELOPRTY hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived [n -S] 

PROTYLS LOPRSTY PROTYL, protyle (hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived) [n] 

PROUDER DEOPRRU PROUD, having or displaying pride [adj] 

PROUDLY DLOPRUY PROUD, having or displaying pride [adv] 

PROVERB BEOPRRV to make byword of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROVERS EOPRRSV PROVER, one that proves (to establish truth or validity of) [n] 

PROVIDE DEIOPRV to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v -D, -DING, -S] 
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PROVING GINOPRV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [v] 

PROVISO IOOPRSV clause in document introducing condition or restriction [n -ES, -S] 

PROVOKE EKOOPRV to incite to anger or resentment [v -D, -KING, -S] 

PROVOST OOPRSTV high-ranking university official [n -S] 

PROWESS EOPRSSW exceptional ability [n -ES] 

PROWEST EOPRSTW PROW, brave (showing courage) [adj] 

PROWLED DELOPRW PROWL, to move about stealthily [v] 

PROWLER ELOPRRW one that prowls (to move about stealthily) [n -S] 

PROXIES EIOPRSX PROXY, person authorized to act for another [n] 

PROXIMO IMOOPRX of or occurring in following month [adj] 

PRUDENT DENPRTU having, showing, or exercising good judgment [adj] 

PRUDERY DEPRRUY excessive regard for propriety, modesty, or morality [n -RIES] 

PRUDISH DHIPRSU marked by prudery [adj] 

PRUNERS ENPRRSU PRUNER, one that prunes (to cut off branches or parts from) [n] 

PRUNIER EINPRRU PRUNEY, resembling prune [adj] 

PRUNING GINNPRU PRUNE, to cut off branches or parts from [v] 

PRURIGO GIOPRRU skin disease [n -S] 

PRUSSIC CIPRSSU pertaining to type of acid [adj] 

PRUTOTH HOPRTTU PRUTAH, former monetary unit of Israel [n] 

PRYTHEE EEHPRTY prithee (used to express wish or request) [interj] 

PSALMED ADELMPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALMIC ACILMPS of or pertaining to psalm [adj] 

PSALTER AELPRST book of psalms [n -S] 

PSALTRY ALPRSTY psaltery (ancient stringed musical instrument) [n -RIES] 

PSAMMON AMMNOPS group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n -S] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PSEUDOS DEOPSSU PSEUDO, pseud (person pretending to be intellectual) [n] 

PSHAWED ADEHPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PSOATIC ACIOPST PSOAS, muscle of loin [adj] 

PSOCIDS CDIOPSS PSOCID, minute winged insect [n] 

PSYCHED CDEHPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHIC CCHIPSY one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n -S] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PSYLLAS ALLPSSY PSYLLA, any of various plant lice [n] 

PSYLLID DILLPSY psylla (any of various plant lice) [n -S] 

PSYWARS APRSSWY PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n] 

PTERINS EINPRST PTERIN, chemical compound [n] 

PTERYLA AELPRTY feathered area on skin of bird [n -E] 

PTISANS AINPSST PTISAN, tea of herbs or barley [n] 

PTOMAIN AIMNOPT ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n -S] 

PTYALIN AILNPTY salivary enzyme [n -S] 

PUBBING BBGINPU practice of drinking in pubs [n -S] 

PUBERAL ABELPRU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUBERTY BEPRTUY period of sexual maturation [n -TIES] 

PUBLICS BCILPSU PUBLIC, community or people as whole [n] 
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PUBLISH BHILPSU to print and issue to public [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PUCCOON CCNOOPU herb that yields red dye [n -S] 

PUCKERS CEKPRSU PUCKER, to gather into small wrinkles or folds [v] 

PUCKERY CEKPRUY having tendency to pucker [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

PUCKISH CHIKPSU impish (mischievous) [adj] 

PUDDING DDGINPU thick, soft dessert [n -S] 

PUDDLED DDDELPU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 

PUDDLER DDELPRU one who subjects iron to puddling [n -S] 

PUDDLES DDELPSU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 

PUDENCY CDENPUY modesty (quality of being modest (having moderate regard for oneself)) [n -CIES] 

PUDENDA ADDENPU PUDENDUM, external genital organs of woman [n] 

PUDEURS DEPRSUU PUDEUR, sense of shame or embarrassment [n] 

PUDGIER DEGIPRU PUDGY, short and fat [adj] 

PUDGILY DGILPUY PUDGY, short and fat [adv] 

PUEBLOS BELOPSU PUEBLO, communal dwelling of certain Indian tribes [n] 

PUERILE EEILPRU childish (resembling child (young person)) [adj] 

PUFFERS EFFPRSU PUFFER, one that puffs (to blow in short gusts) [n] 

PUFFERY EFFPRUY excessive public praise [n -RIES] 

PUFFIER EFFIPRU PUFFY, swollen [adj] 

PUFFILY FFILPUY PUFFY, swollen [adv] 

PUFFING FFGINPU PUFF, to blow in short gusts [v] 

PUFFINS FFINPSU PUFFIN, sea bird [n] 

PUGAREE AEEGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGGIER EGGIPRU PUGGY, puggish (somewhat stubby) [adj] 

PUGGING GGGINPU act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n -S] / PUG, to fill in with clay or mortar [v] 

PUGGISH GGHIPSU somewhat stubby [adj] 

PUGGLES EGGLPSU PUGGLE, cross between pug and beagle [n]  

PUGGREE EEGGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGMARK AGKMPRU footprint [n -S] 

PUGREES EEGPRSU PUGREE, cloth band wrapped around hat [n] 

PUISNES EINPSSU PUISNE, one of lesser rank [n] 

PUKIEST EIKPSTU PUKEY, resembling or suggestive of vomit [adj] 

PULINGS GILNPSU PULING, plaintive cry [n] 

PULLERS ELLPRSU PULLER, one that pulls (to exert force in order to cause motion toward force) [n] 

PULLETS ELLPSTU PULLET, young hen [n] 

PULLEYS ELLPSUY PULLEY, to hoist with pulley (device used for lifting weight) [v] 

PULLING GILLNPU PULL, to exert force in order to cause motion toward force [v] 

PULLMAN ALLMNPU railroad sleeping car [n -S] 

PULLOUT LLOPTUU withdrawal [n -S] 

PULLUPS LLPPSUU PULLUP, act of raising oneself while hanging by hands [n] 

PULPERS ELPPRSU PULPER, one that pulps (to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter)) [n] 

PULPIER EILPPRU PULPY, resembling pulp [adj] 

PULPILY ILLPPUY in pulpy (resembling pulp) manner [adv] 

PULPING GILNPPU process of reducing to pulp [n -S] / PULP, to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter) [v] 

PULPITS ILPPSTU PULPIT, platform in church [n] 

PULPOUS LOPPSUU pulpy (resembling pulp) [adj] 

PULQUES ELPQSUU PULQUE, fermented Mexican beverage [n] 
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PULSANT ALNPSTU pulsating [adj] 

PULSARS ALPRSSU PULSAR, celestial source of radio waves [n] 

PULSATE AELPSTU to expand and contract rhythmically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PULSERS ELPRSSU PULSER, device that causes pulsations [n] 

PULSING GILNPSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) [v] 

PULSION ILNOPSU propulsion [n -S] 

PULVINI IILNPUV PULVINUS, swelling at base of leaf [n] 

PUMELOS ELMOPSU PUMELO, pomelo (grapefruit) [n] 

PUMICED CDEIMPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUMICER CEIMPRU one that pumices (to polish with porous volcanic rock) [n -S] 

PUMICES CEIMPSU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUMMELO ELMMOPU shaddock (citrus fruit) [n -S] 

PUMMELS ELMMPSU PUMMEL, to pommel (to strike with fists) [v] 

PUMPERS EMPPRSU PUMPER, one that pumps (to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)) [n] 

PUMPING GIMNPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [v] 

PUMPKIN IKMNPPU large, edible fruit [n -S] 

PUNCHED CDEHNPU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNCHER CEHNPRU one that punches (to perforate with type of tool) [n -S] 

PUNCHES CEHNPSU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNCTUM CMNPTUU opening of tear duct [n -TA] 

PUNDITS DINPSTU PUNDIT, Hindu scholar [n] 

PUNGENT EGNNPTU sharply affecting organs of taste or smell [adj] 

PUNGLED DEGLNPU PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

PUNGLES EGLNPSU PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

PUNIEST EINPSTU PUNY, of inferior size, strength, or significance [adj] 

PUNKAHS AHKNPSU PUNKAH, punka (ceiling fan used in India) [n] 

PUNKERS EKNPRSU PUNKER, punk rock musician [n] 

PUNKEST EKNPSTU PUNK, of inferior quality [adj] 

PUNKEYS EKNPSUY PUNKEY, punkie (biting gnat) [n] 

PUNKIER EIKNPRU PUNKY, resembling punk (dry, decayed wood used as tinder) [adj] 

PUNKIES EIKNPSU PUNKIE, biting gnat [n] 

PUNKINS IKNNPSU PUNKIN, pumpkin (large, edible fruit) [n] 

PUNKISH HIKNPSU pertaining to style inspired by punk rock [adj] 

PUNNERS ENNPRSU PUNNER, punster (one who is given to punning) [n] 

PUNNETS ENNPSTU PUNNET, small basket [n] 

PUNNIER EINNPRU PUNNY, being or involving pun [adj] 

PUNNING GINNNPU act of making pun [n -S] / PUN, to make pun (play on words) [v] 

PUNSTER ENPRSTU one who is given to punning [n -S] 

PUNTERS ENPRSTU PUNTER, one that punts (to propel through water with pole) [n] 

PUNTIES EINPSTU PUNTY, iron rod used in glassmaking [n] 

PUNTING GINNPTU PUNT, to propel through water with pole [v] 

PUPARIA AAIPPRU PUPARIUM, pupal shell [n] 

PUPATED ADEPPTU PUPATE, to pass through pupal stage [v] 

PUPATES AEPPSTU PUPATE, to pass through pupal stage [v] 

PUPFISH FHIPPSU small, freshwater fish [n -ES] 

PUPILAR AILPPRU pertaining to part of eye [adj] 

PUPPETS EPPPSTU PUPPET, small figure, as of person or animal, manipulated by hand [n] 
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PUPPIES EIPPPSU PUPPY, young dog [n] 

PUPPING GINPPPU PUP, to give birth to puppies [v] 

PURANAS AANPRSU PURANA, Hindu scripture [n] 

PURANIC ACINPRU PURANA, Hindu scripture [adj] 

PURDAHS ADHPRSU PURDAH, curtain used in India to seclude women [n] 

PURFLED DEFLPRU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

PURFLER EFLPRRU one that purfles (to decorate border of) [n -S] 

PURFLES EFLPRSU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

PURGERS EGPRRSU PURGER, one that purges (to purify (to free from impurities)) [n] 

PURGING GGINPRU act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n -S] / PURGE, to purify (to free from impurities) [v] 

PURINES EINPRSU PURINE, chemical compound [n] 

PURISMS IMPRSSU PURISM, strict adherence to traditional correctness [n] 

PURISTS IPRSSTU PURIST, one who practices purism (strict adherence to traditional correctness) [n] 

PURITAN AINPRTU rigorously moral or religious person [n -S] 

PURLIEU EILPRUU outlying or neighboring area [n -S, -X] 

PURLINE EILNPRU purlin (horizontal supporting timber) [n -S] 

PURLING GILNPRU inversion of stitches in knitting [n -S] / PURL, to knit with particular stitch [v] 

PURLINS ILNPRSU PURLIN, horizontal supporting timber [n] 

PURLOIN ILNOPRU to steal (to take without right or permission) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PURPLED DELPPRU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPLER ELPPRRU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURPLES ELPPRSU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPORT OPPRRTU to profess or claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PURPOSE EOPPRSU to resolve to perform or accomplish [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PURPURA APPRRUU disease characterized by purple spots on skin [n -S] 

PURPURE EPPRRUU heraldic color purple [n -S] 

PURRING GINPRRU PUR, to purr (to utter low, vibrant sound) [v] / PURR [v] 

PURSERS EPRRSSU PURSER, officer in charge of ship's accounts [n] 

PURSIER EIPRRSU PURSY, short of breath [adj] 

PURSILY ILPRSUY in pursy (short of breath) manner [adv] 

PURSING GINPRSU PURSE, to pucker (to gather into small wrinkles or folds) [v] 

PURSUED DEPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PURSUER EPRRSUU one that pursues (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n -S] 

PURSUES EPRSSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PURSUIT IPRSTUU act of pursuing (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n -S] 

PURTIER EIPRRTU PURTY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

PURVEYS EPRSUVY PURVEY, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PURVIEW EIPRUVW extent of operation, authority, or concern [n -S] 

PUSHERS EHPRSSU PUSHER, one that pushes (to exert force in order to cause motion away from force) [n] 

PUSHFUL FHLPSUU pushy (offensively aggressive) [adj] 

PUSHIER EHIPRSU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSHILY HILPSUY in pushy (offensively aggressive) manner [adv] 

PUSHING GHINPSU PUSH, to exert force in order to cause motion away from force [v] 

PUSHPIN HINPPSU large-headed pin [n -S] 

PUSHROD DHOPRSU rod for operating valves in engine [n -S] 

PUSHUPS HPPSSUU PUSHUP, type of exercise [n] 

PUSLEYS ELPSSUY PUSLEY, pussley (purslane (common garden herb)) [n] 
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PUSLIKE EIKLPSU resembling pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PUSSIER EIPRSSU PUSSY, full of pus [adj] 

PUSSIES EIPSSSU PUSSY, cat [n] 

PUSSLEY ELPSSUY purslane (common garden herb) [n -S] 

PUSTULE ELPSTUU small elevation of skin containing pus [n -S] 

PUTAMEN AEMNPTU hard covering of kernel of certain fruits [n -S, -MINA] 

PUTDOWN DNOPTUW disparaging or snubbing remark [n -S] 

PUTLOCK CKLOPTU putlog (horizontal supporting timber) [n -S] 

PUTLOGS GLOPSTU PUTLOG, horizontal supporting timber [n] 

PUTOFFS FFOPSTU PUTOFF, excuse [n] 

PUTOUTS OPSTTUU PUTOUT, act of causing out in baseball [n] 

PUTREFY EFPRTUY to make or become putrid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PUTTEES EEPSTTU PUTTEE, strip of cloth wound around leg [n] 

PUTTERS EPRSTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

PUTTIED DEIPTTU PUTTY, to fill with type of cement [v] 

PUTTIER EIPRTTU one that putties (to fill with type of cement) [n -S] 

PUTTIES EIPSTTU PUTTIE, puttee (strip of cloth wound around leg) [n] / PUTTY, to fill with type of cement [v] 

PUTTING GINPTTU PUT, to place in particular position [v] / PUTT, to hit with light stroke in golf [v] 

PUTZING GINPTUZ PUTZ, to waste time [v] 

PUZZLED DELPUZZ PUZZLE, to cause uncertainty and indecision in [v] 

PUZZLER ELPRUZZ something that puzzles (to cause uncertainty and indecision in) [n -S] 

PUZZLES ELPSUZZ PUZZLE, to cause uncertainty and indecision in [v] 

PYAEMIA AAEIMPY pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [n -S]  

PYAEMIC ACEIMPY PYAEMIA, pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [adj] 

PYEMIAS AEIMPSY PYEMIA, presence of pus in blood [n] 

PYGIDIA ADGIIPY PYGIDIUM, posterior region of certain invertebrates [n] 

PYGMEAN AEGMNPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYGMIES EGIMPSY PYGMY, small person [n] 

PYGMOID DGIMOPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYJAMAS AAJMPSY PYJAMA, pajama (garment for sleeping or lounging) [n] 

PYKNICS CIKNPSY PYKNIC, person having broad, stocky build [n] 

PYLORIC CILOPRY PYLORUS, opening between stomach and duodenum [adj] 

PYLORUS LOPRSUY opening between stomach and duodenum [n -RI, -ES] 

PYRALID ADILPRY long-legged moth [n -S] 

PYRAMID ADIMPRY to raise or increase by adding amounts gradually [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PYRENES EENPRSY PYRENE, putamen (hard covering of kernel of certain fruits) [n] 

PYRETIC CEIPRTY pertaining to fever [adj] 

PYREXES EEPRSXY PYREX, trademark [n] 

PYREXIA AEIPRXY fever [n -S] 

PYREXIC CEIPRXY PYREXIA, fever [adj] 

PYRIDIC CDIIPRY PYRIDINE, flammable liquid [adj] 

PYRITES EIPRSTY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [n] 

PYRITIC CIIPRTY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [adj] 

PYROGEN EGNOPRY substance that produces fever [n -S] 

PYROLAS ALOPRSY PYROLA, perennial herb [n] 

PYRONES ENOPRSY PYRONE, chemical compound [n] 

PYROPES EOPPRSY PYROPE, variety of garnet [n] 
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PYROSIS IOPRSSY heartburn [n -ES] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY type of metrical foot [n -S] 

PYRROLE ELOPRRY chemical compound [n -S] 

PYRROLS LOPRRSY PYRROL, pyrrole (chemical compound) [n] 

PYSANKA AAKNPSY hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n -KY] 

PYSANKY AKNPSYY PYSANKA, hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n] 

PYTHONS HNOPSTY PYTHON, large snake [n] 

PYURIAS AIPRSUY PYURIA, presence of pus in urine [n] 

PYXIDES DEIPSXY PYXIS, pyxidium (type of seed vessel) [n] 

PYXIDIA ADIIPXY PYXIDIUM, type of seed vessel [n] 

PZAZZES AEPSZZZ PZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 
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